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This paper stochastically models a single-node telecommunications
system both with and without the use of intelligent multiplexing. Intelligent
multiplexers take advantage of the idle periods or silences that occur during
the course of speech transmissions to merge (or multiplex) packetized
talkspurts from more than one source onto a single channel. This allows for a
more efficient use of available bandwidth, thereby reducing the amount of
bandwidth required to carry a particular traffic load. Digitizing speech into
packets of equal size also allows for compression, further reducing bandwidth
needs. By comparing the models for systems both with and without
multiplexing, we are able to determine the reduction in bandwidth which
may be expected for a particular grade of service '(measured by blocking
probabilities). A bivariate continuous time Markov chain model for a
multiplexer is presented. An approximation is introduced to calculate
limiting blocking probabilities much more quickly and for larger systems than
is possible by solving a set of linear equations for the bivariate model. The
accuracy of the approximation is explored through comparison with the
bivariate model; the approximation provides a somewhat conservative
estimate of blocking, but is close enough to be used as a tool for the range of
relevant values. The approximation is then used to compare blocking
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THESIS DISCLAIMER
The reader is cautioned that computer programs developed in this
research may not have been exercised for all cases of interest. While every
effort has been made, within the time available, to ensure that the programs
are free of computational and logic errors, they cannot be considered
validated. Any application of these programs without additional verification
is at the risk of the user.
VI
I. INTRODUCTION
The field of telecommunications has been advancing at a tremendous
rate in recent years, assisted by the decreasing costs and increasing capability of
microprocessors, as well as by deregulation of the industry. New products
and capabilities are coming online at an astounding rate. It has become
commonplace to transport data between computers with the use of modems
along standard telephone lines at ever-increasing baud rates. More
companies every day are opting to use video-conferencing as a replacement
for time-consuming travel to business meetings. Fax machines are now
priced for use in the home as well as in the office. Cellular phones for use in
automobiles and airplanes make "getting away from it all" more difficult
than ever. The latest sensation to hit the consumer market is a telephone
with video screen to view the person on the other end of the phone line (if
they have the same device, of course), also priced for home use. There seems
to be no limit to the potential market for increasingly sophisticated (i.e.
bandwidth intensive) telecommunications products.
In order to provide economical transmission of high bandwidth data,
such as fax and video, it has become increasingly important to find
inexpensive ways to increase bandwidth and to conserve the bandwidth
available. A variety of technical innovations, such as fiber optic networks,
data compression techniques, and multiplexers, have been developed to do
just that.
A. WHAT IS MULTIPLEXING?
Multiplexing techniques are designed to reduce bandwidth needs, thereby
reducing costs, by sharing bandwidth among network users. Intelligent
multiplexers accomplish this by sending the packetized information from a
large number of channels onto a single wideband channel, without
transmitting any of the silent periods. This achieves very high utilization
rates along the single channel.
Intelligent multiplexers take advantage of the idle times that occur during
the course of any telecommunications transmission to make more efficient
use of available bandwidth. Speech conversations, for instance, are silent
about 60% of the time; when one person is speaking, the other is normally
silent and listens. Also, there are pauses between words and sentences. Data
traffic often averages only 5-15% efficiency, tending to be bursty, occurring for
a short time, then subsiding to occur some undetermined time later. These
bursts of data traffic also have high bandwidth requirements.
There are two basic types of intelligent multiplexer on the market. The
older of the two is referred to as statistical time-division multiplexing (STDM)
or statistical packet multiplexing (SPM); the newer is called fast packet
multiplexing (FPM). They are both microprocessor-based, meaning both
higher efficiency and higher cost when compared with frequency division
multiplexing and time division multiplexing. These newer technologies will
consequently only begin to replace what is already in use as microprocessor
price/performance ratios improve enough to justify the efficiency gains.
B. STANDARDS
Due to the current lack of standards for intelligent multiplexing
equipment manufacturers have each designed their own intermachine
communication systems, and no two systems are compatible. This creates
problems when users of private networks want to tap into another private or
public network. It can also make direct comparisons among various vendor
products difficult for the potential buyer.
Standards bodies, such as the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI), the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT), and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), are
working on standards for equipment which will likely supersede current
multiplexer technology. Standards seem to be evolving in the direction of
transmitting all information (speech, data, video, etc.) in the form of packets
or "cells."
C DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY INTEREST
The Defense Communications Agency (DCA) is extremely interested in
exploring the capabilities of these new and emerging technologies in order to
plan ahead for changes to MILDEP networks. Studies are ongoing to assess the
various intelligent or "smart" multiplexer products on the market and to
determine criteria on which to base future purchasing decisions [Ref. 1; pp.
1-23 ].
In the Advanced Design Group, headed by Dr. Martin Fischer, the
inclusion of intelligent multiplexers (smart mux or smux) will affect the
network topology design tools currently being developed. The key question
for them, regarding the smart mux, is how much of a reduction in bandwidth
can be obtained by the use of intelligent multiplexers while maintaining
current network performance levels. Their data base contains bandwidth
costs based on AT&T tariffs as well as the cost data for several different brands
of multiplexer. They also know how many channels are required to carry a
particular traffic load, expressed in Erlangs, without the use of a smart
multiplexer. A simple way to calculate the reduction in channels needed
when multiplexers are added to the network would allow them to do
comparative cost analyses.
D. PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The purpose of this study is to find a simple, yet relatively accurate, way
to determine the reduction in bandwidth which will result from adding
intelligent multiplexers to a voice network. It will involve stochastically
modeling a single node of a communications ne-twork, both with and
without a multiplexer. Approximations to the more complicated stochastic
model are then studied.
In the next section we provided a summary of the technology. In Section
III we review some of the relevant literature. Section IV presents a
description of the models studied, while Section V covers the approximation
techniques used to compute limiting probabilities for those models. In
Section VI we describe the programs used to perform the calculations and the
validation techniques for the computer code. In Sections VII and VIII we
discuss the numerical results and conclusions, respectively.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNOLOGY
A. FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
The oldest multiplexing technique is frequency division multiplexing
(FDM). FDM divides the frequency spectrum of analog circuits into smaller
narrowband segments. The narrowband implementation limits the data rates
which can be used for remote networking [Ref. 2: p. 54].
B. TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
Time division multiplexing (TDM), which began to replace FDM when
remote network data rates increased above 2400 bits per second (bps), divides
the communication link into a fixed number of time slots. Each slot is
assigned to a specific channel. Transmission occurs in a regular sequence,
cycling through the channels. Bandwidth allocation is fixed, and is based on
the size of the time slot allocated to each channel. TDM is relatively
inexpensive to implement and introduces very little delay. However, TDM is
not very efficient in the use of bandwidth. If a channel is idle, that time slot is
not available for use by any other channel. Also, the silent periods of a voice
or data transmission go unused. For combined voice and data traffic, TDM
averages only 10-25% efficiency. TDM is unable to momentarily increase
bandwidth for high-speed data due to the fixed time slots and bit rates. Thus,
TDM is not well-suited to transporting a dynamically varying combination of
voice, fax, and LAN traffic [Ref. 2: p. 54].
C STATISTICAL PACKET MULTIPLEXING
Statistical packet multiplexing solves both of the problems associated with
TDM, that is, network efficiency and ability to dynamically allocate
bandwidth, but has two drawbacks of its own. It introduces higher network
delay and difficulty in predicting the amount of delay. Thus, SPM is not
suited for time-sensitive information, such as voice and video traffic.
Instead of statically dividing the network bandwidth as in TDM, SPM
dynamically allocates bandwidth to those channels passing data at the
moment. Within the multiplexer (mux), SPM operates by gathering
transmitted data from the active channel into a packet, appending identifying
and control information, and passing the packet to the next multiplexer. The
next mux checks for transmission errors (using the control information) and
requests retransmission if errors are found. Any errors are corrected before
the packet is sent on. The packetization of data also allows the originating
multiplexer to easily perform various operations on the data, such as
encryption and compression.
Due to the different advantages and disadvantages associated with both
TDM and SPM, many networks in use today are hybrids that combine the
two. TDM is used for time-sensitive information (voice, video, some
synchronous data and LAN traffic) while SPM is used where higher network
efficiency and dynamic bandwidth allocation are important (primarily
asynchronous data, and some synchronous data and LAN traffic) [Ref. 2: p. 55].
Descriptions of the first three multiplexing techniques may be found in
references [Ref. 2: pp. 54-55, Ref. 3: pp. 112-113, and Ref. 4: pp. 165-188].
D. FAST PACKET MULTIPLEXING
Fast packet multiplexing (FPM) is a generic term for remote networking
techniques that satisfy the following criteria [Ref. 2:p. 54]:
• the ability to transport a dynamically varying combination of voice, fax,
video, synchronous data, asynchronous data, and LAN (local area
network) traffic;
• high network efficiency, typically 90% or better;
• low network delay;
• predictable delivery of time-sensitive information.
Fast packet multiplexing is the most recent of four main multiplexing
techniques designed for use in telecommunications networks. It is very
similar to statistical packet multiplexing. As with previous multiplexing
techniques, it is a way to reduce bandwidth needs by sharing bandwidth
among network users, thereby reducing costs.
Unlike the other multiplexing techniques, it is designed to efficiently
transmit a wide variety of time-sensitive information along the same
network.
FPM has the following characteristics [Ref. 2:pp. 56-59]:
• it gathers each incoming channel's data into equal size cells (packets)
for delivery over the network;
• it begins to forward cells of a message before all cells are completely
received; i.e. cells pass through the FPM device rather than into and
then out of the device;
• it can interrupt the delivery of one channel's message in favor of
delivering a more time-sensitive (i.e. higher priority) channel's
message (using cell boundaries to determine where interruptions may
occur);
• the time it takes to transmit a cell is directly related to both the cell size
and the bit rate of the network (outgoing) link; low rates and large cell
size increase transmission time. The cell size is fixed by making it
proportional to the bit rate of the network link. Since cell sizes and bit
rates of the links are fixed, service times for each cell are equal;
it eliminates idle bandwidth from the incoming channels and
transmits only active information, so more calls can be in progress




1. The Erlang B (Loss) Formula
Voice communication systems using time-division multiplexing are
often modeled stochastically as queueing models, using the Erlang loss system
[Ref. 5:pp. 79-81]. Here, it is assumed that calls are initiated according to a
Poisson process with rate A, service times are exponentially distributed with
mean length u_1 , independent of each other and the arrival process; and if all
servers (channels) are busy when a customer (caller) arrives, that customer
cannot enter the system (gets a busy signal); that is, blocked customers are
cleared (BCC). The ratio A/u is the offered load a, expressed in Erlangs. For a
given number of channels c, the limiting probability of / busy channels is
given by the truncated Poisson distribution:
IimP(/) = /> =
—
-£—
r (j = 0,l,...c) (1)
This formulation is also found in Ross [Ref. 6:p. 390].
The proportion of time that all c channels are busy is calculated by




*=o where a = A/u.
This formula is used to determine the number of channels c needed
to achieve a particular blocking probability B(c,a ) , given the offered load a in
Erlangs. By plotting the Erlang loss formula B(c,a ) against increasing values
of a, curves for fixed values of c are obtained [Ref. 5:pp. 316-317]. Tables of
these values have also been created. The carried load a' is also easily
calculated:
a' = a[l-B(c/i)]. (3)
This is part of the method currently in use at DCA to determine the number
of channels required along any particular trunk in the network modeling
process for a given load.
B. MULTIPLEXER MODELS
Numerous models for various types of multiplexer have been developed.
Similar models are used to analyze both computer and communication
networks. A data-handling computer network is modeled by Anick, Mitra,
and Sondhi [Ref. 7:pp. 1871-1894] using differential equations to describe the
equilibrium buffer distribution. The model is used to determine the
appropriate buffer size for a particular number of sources and grade of service.
It is also used to determine the maximum number of sources to be allowed in
the system. Integrated voice-data multiplexers are modeled in references [Ref.
8:pp. 8-14, Ref. 9:pp. 1124-1132, Ref. 10:pp. 833-846, and Ref. ll:pp. 1003-1009].
The first reference [Ref. 8:pp. 8-14] uses a continous-time queueing model
which models performance of a flow control scheme for a movable boundary
voice-data multiplexer and develops a decision rule based on data queue
length to cutoff the priority of voice. Reference [Ref. 9:pp. 1124-1132] compares
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two different voice-data multiplexer schemes, both of which use the movable
boundary frame allocation scheme. The second scheme uses speech activity
detectors (SAD's) so that the multiplexer also performs digital speech
interpolation. This allows utilization of talker silences for transmission of
additional voice and/or data. Performance measures include: probability of
loss for voice calls, probability of speech clipping, speech packet rejection ratio,
and expected message delay. The third reference [Ref. 10:pp. 833-846] uses the
index of dispersion for intervals (IDI) as a measurement tool to characterize
the complex arrival process resulting from superposition of separate voice
streams. The paper also describes delays experienced by voice and data packets
using a two-parameter approximation. The fourth reference [Ref. ll:pp. 1003-
1009] models wideband packet technology integrating packetized voice and
data using statistical multiplexing. It incorporates a flexible bandwidth
allocation scheme with bit dropping; results using simulation show good
voice quality, low delay and packet loss, efficient use of transmission
bandwidth, and protection in overload. References [Ref. 12:pp. 847-855, Ref.
13:pp. 41-56, Ref. 14:pp. 703-712, and Ref. 15:pp. 718-728] all model packet voice
multiplexers. Reference [Ref. 12:pp. 847-855] describes three models; a semi-
Markov process, a continuous-time Markov chain, and a uniform arrival and
service model; then compares numerical results of the queueing behavior of
the three models to each other and to a discrete-event simulation and an
M/D/l analysis. All models assume multiple independent voice sources
which form a queue for first-in-first-out (FIFO) service along a finite-capacity
communications link. The second reference [Ref. 13:pp. 41-56] develops
methodologies for evaluating the performance of variable bit rate voice
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under the following two conditions: (1) at a fixed load when instantaneous
fluctuations occur due to talker activity/inactivity and (2) under variable load
when variations occur due to call on/off. The authors use a Markov chain
model in conjunction with a software package to emulate packetized voice
and describe the probabilistic bit-dropping pattern under various loading and
traffic conditions. The third reference [Ref. 14:pp. 703-712] uses simulation and
analytic modeling (M/D/l/K) to examine performance of a packet voice
multiplexer queue which employs bit dropping during periods of congestion.
Results indicate that significant capacity and performance advantages are
gained in the multiplexer as a result of dropping the least significant bits
when the system is congested. The fourth reference [Ref. 15:pp. 718-728] also
uses an M/D/l/K queueing model for measuring performance of a voice
packet network which uses bit dropping.
For purposes of this paper we have chosen a model which allows no
queue to develop (blocked customers are cleared). Rather, we focus on the
proportion of time that blocking occurs. That is, we assume that voice calls
are so time-sensitive that no waiting time can be tolerated, so they are
dropped (denied transmission) to avoid congestion. This is not a completely
accurate description of what occurs in the multiplexer, however, we hope that
it provides an adequate, albeit conservative approach.
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IV. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
A. THE ERLANG MODEL
The first step toward developing the multiplexer model is to enhance the
Erlang model with the addition of talkspurts. This will be used as a basis for
the multiplexer model and also as a comparison model by which to measure
the relative performance increase once a multiplexer is added.
1. Variables
In what follows, the following variables were used:
C(t) is used to represent the number of calls in progress at time t.
A(t) is used to represent the number of talkspurts (active calls) at time t.
K is the maximum number of calls allowed (= the number of channels).
Lambda (X) is the call initiation rate (in call initiations per second).
Mu (u) is the call termination rate (in call terminations per second).
u_1 is the mean time (in seconds) that a call is in progress.
Alpha (a) is the talkspurt initiation rate (in initiations per second).
Beta (P) is the talkspurt termination rate (in terminations per second).
a-1 is the mean length of a silent period (in seconds).
(3
_1 is the mean time (in seconds) of talkspurt duration.
a/(ot + (3) is the proportion of time that a call in progress of infinite duration
is active.




It is assumed that calls are initiated in accordance with a Poisson
process with mean rate X. The length of a call in progress is exponential with
mean u _1 . Blocked calls (customers) are cleared; that is, new calls are
prevented from initiation if all available channels are in use. Let (C(t); t > 0}
be the number of calls in progress at time t.
Calls in progress alternate between active and inactive states as
talkspurts are initiated and terminated. We model this process as an
alternating renewal process where the length of the talkspurt is exponential
with mean P-1 and the length of a silent period is exponential with mean a-1 .
Let (A(t); t > 0} be the number of calls in progress that are active at time t.
Note that A(t) < C(t).
It is also assumed that when a new call is initiated, it is immediately
active; that is, a talkspurt is simultaneously initiated. When a call terminates,
it may do so from either an active or inactive state.
3. Description
The model is a two-dimensional birth-and-death queueing model. It
maintains the Markov property inherent in one-dimensional birth-and-death
queueing systems, i.e the system occupies "states," and the rates at which
changes of state occur depend only on the instantaneous state of the system
and not on the past history of the process. However, two variables are
required to define the state space. The bivariate process {(C(t), A(t)); t > 0} is a
continuous time Markov chain with the following:
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P{C(t+h)=c, A(t+h)=a I C(t)=k, A(t)=j}
= [Xh + o(h)] I(j < k) I(k < K)
= [(k-j)ah + o(h)] I(j < k)
= UPh + o(h)]I(j<k)I(j>0)
= [Wh + o(h)]I(k>0)ICJ>0)IG<k)
= [u(k-j)h + o(h)] I(j > 0) I(j < k)
=
where I(x < y) = \J







A rate diagram for this model, where the maximum number of
available channels is three, is shown below in Figure 1; see [Ref. 6:p. 360] for
discussion of transition rate diagrams.
15
Figure 1. Graphical Representation of Three-Channel Bivariate Erlang
System
Conservation-of-flow ("rate out = rate in") equations may be used to
describe the system in equilibrium [Ref. 5:pp. 3-4]. We let the lim t-»ooP{C(t) = k,
A(t) = j} = n{k,j}, where (k=0,l,..., K) and (j=0,l,... /k) represent the limiting
distribution. The conservation-of-flow equations, which equate the rate the
system leaves each state to the rate at which it enters that state, are shown
below for a system with three available channels:
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xn{0,0} = iin{i,o} + nn{i,i},
(a + x. + n)n{i,o} = pn{i,i} + 2^n{2,o} + nn{2,i},
(p + x + n)n{i,i} = xn{o,o} + an{i,0} + iin{2.i> + 2nn{2,2},
(2a + X + 2n)n{2,0} = pn{2,l} + 3nTI{3,0} + ^n{3,l},
(a + P + X + 2(i)n{2,l} = XU{1,0} + 2an{2,0} + 2pn{2,2} +2|in{3,l} + 2jxn{3,2},
(2P + X + 2^i)n{2,2} = m{l,l} + an{2,l} + nn{3,2} + 3nn{3,3},
(3a+3n)n{3,0} = pn{3,l},
(2a+p + 3n)n{3.1} = Xn{2,0} + 3an{3,0} + 2pn{3,2},
(a + 2P + 3^i)n{3.2} = Xn{2,l} + 2an{3,l} + 3pn{3,3},
(3p + 3^)I"I{3,3} = Xn{2,2} + an{3,2}.
The sum of the terms on the left-hand side (rates out) is equal to the sum of
the terms on the right-hand side (rates in). Any one of these equations is,




uniquely determine the limiting probabilities.
4. Parameter Values
If the average length of a phone call (u_1 ) is taken to be 180 seconds
(three minutes), then u = 1+180. The length of a talkspurt (p_1 ) must be
shorter than the length of a phone call for the model to be reasonable. We
also want to maintain the proper proportion between the length of talkspurts
and silent periods. Speech activity ranges from 28% to 42% depending on
17
cultural and language characteristics of the user population [Ref. 16: p. 1]. If
voice conversations are assumed silent 60% of the time, then we need to
have p+(a+(3) = 0.60. The input value for X is treated as variable; increasing
the value of X corresponds to an increasing load on the system, where load is
defined to be X+u. Increasing the load increases the blocking probability. The
maximum number of channels is also treated as variable. Increasing the
number of channels decreases the blocking probability.
B. THE MULTIPLEXER MODEL
The multiplexer model begins with the Erlang model as described above,
then adds the three main features which are characteristic of how a
multiplexer functions. The first and most important distinguishing
characteristic of the multiplexer is that it allows more calls in progress than
the actual physical number of channels. This is accomplished by taking
advantage of the silent periods in each conversation to merge together
packetized talkspurts from multiple conversations. Secondly, it compresses
the packetized talkspurt to a fraction of its original length. Third, and lastly, it
appends header information to each packet, to allow the talkspurt to be
recreated at the destination node. See [Ref. 17:p. 430] for additional discussion
of the information contained in the packet header.
1. Variables
The following are additional variables that appear in the multiplexer
model. A new variable (J) is added, and the value of K is redefined. Also, P_1
is replaced by ((3-1 )*, and service rate (s) is added.
J is the maximum number of talkspurts allowed (equal to the number of
physical channels).
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K is the maximum number of calls allowed to be in progress (may be
several times greater than J).
(3
-1 )* is the new mean talkspurt length in units of bits per talkspurt after
compression and addition of packet headers.
b is the number of bits per second produced by the coding scheme.
s, the service rate in bits per second, is simply the outgoing channel rate (of
the wideband channel).
P*s is the new departure or service rate of talkspurts (in talkspurts per
second), where P* is the inverse of (P" 1 )*.
2. Additional Model Assumptions for the Multiplexer Model
Although more calls than channels are allowed, new calls are blocked
when the number of active calls in progress (talkspurts) equals the number of
available channels. Voice packets belonging to a call in progress are also
blocked (lost or "clipped") when the number of active calls in progress equals
the number of available channels.
3. Description
In the multiplexer, all talkspurts from all incoming channels flow
through a buffer, where they are "packetized" and sent forward along a single
wideband channel. The multiplexer divides talkspurts into fixed size packets
and attaches certain header information that allows the talkspurt to be
reconstructed at the destination node by a demultiplexer. The multiplexer can
also compress the packetized information so that it uses fewer bits, thus
occupying less space as it moves through the channel. Typical compression
schemes use either a 2-to-l or 4-to-l rate of compression.
The intelligent multiplexer model is also a bivariate process








P{C(t+h)=c,A(t+h)=a I C(t)=k, A(t)=j
}
= [Xh + o(h)] I(j < J) I(k < K)
= [(k-j)ah + o(h)]I(j<J)I(j<k<K)
= [j(P*s)h + o(h)] 1(0 < j < J) I(k < K) I(j < k)
= [ujh + o(h)] I(k > 0) 1(0 < j < k < K) I(j < J)
= [u(k-j)h + o(h)] 1(0 < j < J) I(j < k < K)
=
where I(x<y) = \ * J.[0 if x > y
A rate diagram for the multiplexer model, where the maximum
number of available channels is three, is shown below in Figure 2; see [Ref.
6:p. 360] for discussion of transition rate diagrams.
In the multiplexer model, there can be two types of blocking. Outside
calls can be blocked from initiation (external blocking) and calls in progress
can be blocked from transmitting a talkspurt (internal blocking). Both kinds of
blocking occur when the number of talkspurts (active calls) is at the line
capacity
lim P{A(t) = J} = I limP{C(f) = k, A(t) = J}.
The blocking of calls from initiation also occurs when the number of calls in
progress is at the maximum allowed (C(t)=K). The proportion of time this
occurs is given by
j
lim P{C(t ) = A:} = Y limP{C(f ) = K,A(t) = ;}.
In comparison, blocking in the Erlang model occurs only when the
number of calls in progress equals the number of physical channels. There is
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Figure 2. Graphical Representation of Three-Channel Smart Mux Model
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no internal blocking. Note that under reasonable loading it is possible for A(t)
< J < C(t) < K, where J is the maximum number of active calls that the
transmission line can support and K is the maximum number of calls
allowed in the system. For purposes of this paper, we will refer to the external
blocking that occurs when C(t)=K as outer blocking. The internal and external
blocking that occurs when A(t)=J will be called inner blocking. By adding the
two together and subtracting out the joint limiting probability that {C(t)=K,
A(t)=J}, we get the total probability of blocking.
D. PARAMETER VALUES
The value for length of talkspurts (P_1 ) in the Erlang model changes in
the multiplexer case to account for both compression of the packetized
talkspurt and for header information appended to each packet. Packet lengths
are expressed in terms of bits rather than time, but can be converted to units
of time if given the line rate of the transmission medium in terms of bits per
second (bps). The voice packet size depends on the coding scheme used. For 32
Kbps, ADPCM coding, and a packetization period of T=16 milliseconds (ms),
the packet size is 512 bits or 64 bytes (there are 8 bits per byte), plus a header
[Ref. 16:p. 1], A talkspurt of 352 ms is divided into 352+16 = 22 packets and
contains a total of 11264 bits (1408 bytes). Each packet is then compressed. A
compression factor of four reduces each packet to 128 bits. Appending a packet
header of 10 bytes to each compressed packet increases the length to 208 bits
(26 bytes). Thus the number of bits in a talkspurt of 352 ms is 4576 after
compression and addition of headers. This compression and addition of
packet headers to alter the original mean talkspurt length, (3_1 (in units of
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seconds), results in the new mean talkspurt length in units of bits, (p-1 )*,
defined in the multiplexer model as follows:
(P
-1 )* = (3
-1 x T" 1 x (# bits/packet) x ((1+ compress) + header proportion)
= p
_1 x b x ((1+ compress) + header proportion)
= number of bits per average talkspurt,
where b, the number of bits per second produced by the coding scheme, is
equivalent to the number of bits per packet (e.g. 512) divided by the
packetization period T (e.g. 16 ms per packet). Also note that p _1 x T' 1 is equal
to the mean number of packets in a talkspurt.
Compress is set equal to four (4) to indicate a 4-to-l compression of data by
the multiplexer. Packet header information is assumed to be 10 bytes (attached
to a 64 byte packet), [Ref. 16], for a header proportion of 10+64 = .15625.
In addition, the service rate of the outgoing channel is now many times
larger than any of the incoming channels. The Defense Communications
Agency commonly uses Tl lines, which carry 1.544 Mbps (1.536 Mbps after
accounting for the signalling channel). The Tl lines may be divided into
1.536 Mbps+32 Kbps = 48 separate channels. Therefore the outgoing Tl rate is
48 times larger than the rate of the encoding scheme. A talkspurt of 352 ms
(without compression and addition of packet header) will take 11264
bits+1.536 Mbps = 0.073 ms to transmit on a Tl line.
In this multiplexer model, however, we do not necessarily want to
assume full Tl rates for the outgoing channel. Rather, we need to be able to
look at fractional Tl rates for lighter traffic loads, so we assume that the
outgoing rate is equal to 32 Kbps multiplied by the maximum number of
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active calls allowed (labeled J in the multiplexer model described above;
labeled A in the computer code). The incoming channel rate is set equal to b =
32 Kbps. The ratio of the outgoing channel rate to the rate of an active
incoming channel is set equal to J. In the multiplexer model, J x b is defined
as the service rate, s. The termination rate for talkspurts in the multiplexer
model is given by (3*s.
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V. APPROXIMATIONS
A. THE ERLANG MODEL APPROXIMATION
As noted earlier, the truncated Poisson formula is used to calculate the
limiting probabilities for an Erlang loss system with maximum K channels
and input parameters X and u; that is, a model for the calls in progress
{C(t); t > 0} is a continuous time Markov chain with transition rate diagram












Figure 3. Transition Rate Diagram for Calls in Progress
To deal with the bivariate Erlang system, we need to consider the two
additional parameters (a and (3) which describe talkspurt initiation and
termination. Fix the number of calls in progress equal to k < K. A model for
the number of active calls in progress is a continuous time Markov chain
with the rate diagram shown in Figure 4. Since the calls in progress are
independent of each other, the limiting distribution of having j active calls is
described by the binomial distribution;
lim P{A(t) = j\k calls in progress} =
*V a V
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Figure 4. Transition Rate Diagram for Active Calls in Progress
Limiting probabilities for the bivariate Erlang system can be approximated by
combining the truncated Poisson distribution (1) with the binomial;
hm P{A(t) = j,C(.t) = k} =— k\
fk a




where (k = 0,1,.. .., K) and (j= 0,1,...., k).
B. THE MULTIPLEXER MODEL APPROXIMATION
For the multiplexer model, the binomial probability of having j
talkspurts, given k calls in progress, must be adjusted to reflect the new
restriction that the number of talkspurts cannot exceed the number of
physical channels J, and that J may be less than k. The following form of the
truncated binomial [Ref. 5:p. 109] was used rather than the binomial














for j < k, where (k = 0, 1,...., K) and (j= 0, 1,...., J).
The truncated Poisson distribution (1) is still used to find the probability
of k calls in progress (k=0,l...,K), but now it yields an approximate rather than
an actual limiting probability, since it fails to account for the additional
internal blocking in the multiplexer model. Thus, the truncated Poisson
yields a conservative estimate of the external blocking that occurs when the
maximum allowed number of calls are in progress (outer blocking).
The joint approximate limiting probabilities for the multiplexer model
are similarly found by multiplying the truncated Poisson by the truncated
binomial; that is,









for j < k, where (k = 0,1,.. .,K) and (j = 0,1,...,J).
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VI. SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
A. SOLVING SETS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS
Two programs were written to solve the system of linear equations
determining the limiting distribution (for both the Erlang and the
multiplexer models). One uses GAMS [Ref. 18], which is a software package
developed to solve large mathematical (linear and non-linear) programming
models. The other uses APL to solve the system of equations through matrix
inversion and was developed by Professor Patricia Jacobs of the Naval
Postgraduate School. The GAMS programs may be found in Appendix A
(Erlang model) and Appendix B (multiplexer model). The APL program for
the multiplexer model, in Appendix C, may also be used to solve the
Erlangian system with -some adjustments to the input variables.
This solution technique, though accurate, was found to be useful only for
small problems. Using an IBM mainframe computer, the GAMS programs
were solvable for systems of about 15 channels in the Erlang model (with a
load of 15 Erlangs). Beyond that, the solver encounters overflow problems.
For discussion of the computational instability of solving the matrix
equations and alternative solution techniques, see Anick, Mitra, and Sondhi
[Ref. 7:pp. 1873-1874]. The APL programs MATRIXE and MATRIXM were
solved using APL2 on an IBM mainframe. Without increasing the workspace
size beyond the default, it is possible to solve for systems of up to size 21 x 21;
that is, where 21 is the number of both the maximum number of calls in
progress and the maximum number of active calls in progress allowed (253
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states). It is possible to increase the size of the workspace from the default of
65% to a maximum of 85%, and thereby increase the size of the matrix which
can be solved. However, it takes a long time to solve the larger systems,
especially when creating tables of multiple runs.
B. APPROXIMATION
The approximation routine APPROX, written in APL, calculates the
limiting probabilities for both the Erlang and the multiplexer models. It may
be found in Appendix D. The approximation routine is much faster than
solving the sets of linear equations required to find the limiting distribution
of the bivariate models. It is also able to solve larger problems, given the same
APL workspace size. On the IBM mainframe APPROX can solve problems up
to size 32 x 32 (561 states) before encountering underflow errors in the results
(due to extremely small limiting probabilities, on the order of 1E*75 or
smaller). The approximation will solve for systems of up to C = 175
(maximum calls in progress allowed) without halting due to domain errors
(numbers larger than 1E75 in the intermediate calculations). Results from
these larger systems may, however, be inaccurate due to the underflow errors
mentioned above, depending on the value of A (number of physical
channels). For instance, when solving for a system with C equal to 40, the
approximation was able to calculate the results for as many as A = 33 channels
before encountering underflow errors.
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C VALIDATION OF THE COMPUTER CODE
1. Validating Code for the Erlang Model
The computer code was validated in two ways. First the results for
one, two and three-channel systems were calculated by hand for a particular
set of values for X, u, a and |3 to ensure that results matched those of the
computer programs. Second, numerous cases were calculated using both the
APL (MATRIXE) and the GAMS (ERLANG) programs to ensure that the two
different programs yield the same results. The APL (APPROX) program for
the Erlang model was then compared with results from APL (MATRIXE) to
ensure that the approximation routine yields results which are close to the
actual limiting probabilities.
2. Validating Code for the Multiplexer Model
The multiplexer codes (MUX in GAMS and MATRIXM in APL) were
first validated by ensuring they yield the same results as the Erlang codes
(ERLANG in GAMS and MATRIXE in APL) when all the same parameter
values are used as inputs (i.e. no change in the service rate, no compression
or packet header, and the number of channels J equals the maximum number
of calls allowed K). The APL (MATRIXM) and GAMS (MUX) programs were
also compared to each other to ensure the same results for various sets of
input parameters. Results were also checked for internal consistency; that is,
individual input parameter values were changed separately to check that the
output values change as expected. Finally, the results of the APL (APPROX)
program for the multiplexer model were compared with those of the APL
(MATRIXM) program to check the validity of the approximation routine and
determine the range of values over which the approximation yields results
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A. ACTUAL VS. APPROXIMATED BLOCKING PROBABILITIES
Results of several comparisons between the actual (MATRIXM) and
approximated (APPROX) multiplexer model are shown in Appendix E.
Comparisons were made for systems allowing a maximum of C = 5, 10, 15, 20,
and 30 callers, assuming speech activity (average proportion of time a call in
progress is active) of 35%. Traffic loads displayed depend on the value for C;
the larger the value for C, the heavier the loads, though not larger than the
value for C itself. This restricts the results, and analysis of those results, to the
range of values for blocking probabilities which might be considered
reasonable to plan for when designing a telecommunications system.
The results shown in Appendix E indicate that the approximated outer
blocking (OUTBLA) becomes very close to the actual value (OUTBL) as the
gap between A (number of channels) and C (maximum number of calls
allowed) decreases. In fact, when A equals C, OUTBL and OUTBLA are also
equal. The approximated inner blocking (INBLA) also becomes closer in
value to actual inner blocking (INBL) as A and C become closer. The
probability of inner blocking decreases, becoming zero when A equals C. The
size of the limiting probability of inner blocking is, therefore, also closely
linked to the difference between the actual and approximated outer blocking
probabilities. As inner blocking decreases, OUTBLA becomes closer to the
actual values. Note that there is a trade-off between outer and inner blocking.
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Inner blocking increases as the gap between A and C increases, while outer
blocking decreases.
The question is, at what point are the approximations close enough to the
actual values to be used to determine limiting probabilities; that is, how close
does A need to be to C ? For inner blocking probabilities, the approximation
results are extremely close to the actual values for even large relative gaps
between A and C. For instance, when C = 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30, INBLA is
accurate to 3 decimal places when A = 2, 3, 4, 4, and 5, respectively (for all
traffic loads displayed). Also, when INBLA is accurate to 3 decimal places, the
first 2 decimal places hold zeros. For the same values of C and the same traffic
loads, OUTBLA is accurate to approximately 2 decimal places for A = 3, 3, 4, 4,
and 5, respectively. Thus, INBLA is somewhat more accurate than OUTBLA
and the size of the values for INBLA may be a good predictor of the accuracy
of both INBLA and OUTBLA. Suppose we develop a 'thumb rule' that states:
when INBLA is equal to zero in the first 'x' decimal places, (a) INBLA is
accurate to within 'x+1' decimal places, and (b) OUTBLA is accurate to within
'x' decimal places. Close examination of the results in Appendix E indicate
that our thumb rule is accurate for all values of C, A, and load shown, if the
values for OUTBL are rounded to 'x' decimal places for comparison with
OUTBLA. Thus, by using the approximated inner and outer blocking
together, we can tell fairly accurately how close (within number of decimal
places) OUTBLA is to the actual outer blocking probability by looking at the
proportion of inner blocking.
As to answering the question posed, i.e. how close must A be to C for
accurate results, the response depends on two things; (1) the level of accuracy
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desired, and (2) the value of C. For telephone traffic engineering purposes, the
level of accuracy necessary is generally 2 or 3 decimal places, so we want the
values for INBLA to have zeros in at least the first 2 decimal places. Clearly,
the ratio of A to C necessary for accurate results decreases as C gets larger.
Having developed a thumb rule methodology for determining the
accuracy of the multiplexer approximation results without direct comparison
with actual values, we may now look at the results of the approximation
independently, allowing analysis of larger systems. The approximate results
are much more quickly obtained, making it feasible to conduct multiple runs
for different levels of speech activity. Analysis of these results, displayed in
Appendix F, is the subject of the next section.
B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE APPROXIMATED INNER BLOCKING
PROBABILITIES
The approximation routine for the multiplexer model was run for




length of a silence, a-1
,
such that speech activity occupies 28 percent, 35
percent, and 42 percent of a call in progress. This was to determine sensitivity
of the inner blocking probabilities (4) to changes in speech characteristics.
Since the approximated outer blocking probability is calculated from the
Erlang loss formula (2), it is not affected by any parameters other than X, u,
andK.
The average length of a phone call, u_1 , was taken to be 180 seconds (3
minutes) for all runs. Speech activity rates considered were 28, 35 and 42
percent. The mean talkspurt and silence lengths are assumed to be 288 ms and
740 ms for the first case, 352 ms and 650 ms for the second case, and 420 ms
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and 580 ms for the third case, respectively. Values for the last two cases are the
same as those used by Sriram and Lucantoni [Ref. 14:pp. 703-712].
Results of runs for C = 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 125,
150, and 160 are given in Appendix F. To use the table in Appendix F, you first
find the load (column 1) for which outer blocking probability (column 2) is
less than or equal to a specified value, say 0.01. In the case of C = 20, the
corresponding load is 12. The next three columns give the approximate inner
blocking probability for speech activity rates of 28, 35, and 42 percent,
respectively. The most conservative (highest) estimate of inner blocking
would, of course, be found in the last column, representing the 42% activity
level. If you wish a total blocking probability of no more than 0.01, accurate to
within 2 decimal places, then you find the value of A for which, given a load
of 12, the value for inner(42) is zero in at least the first 2 decimal places, and
the addition of the outer and inner(42) blocking probabilities is closest to, but
still no greater than, 0.01. Notice that we are not subtracting out the joint
blocking probability (as on page 21) after adding together the inner and outer
blocking probabilities. This is primarily because the joint blocking
probabilities are so small as to be insignificant to the results of the
calculations. Also, any error thus induced would be on the side of
conservatism, and therefore tolerable. For this example, the value for A
(number of channels) which meets the requirement is 5, which is one-fourth
of the value for C (maximum number of callers).
Figure 5 shows a graphical representation of the data from Appendix F,
for C = 20 callers and speech activity of 35%. It actually represents two graphs
superimposed on each other. The one graph shows outer blocking probability
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versus load when C (maximum number of callers allowed) is equal to 20.
This is calculated using the Erlang loss formula (2). Curves for C<20 would be
higher and to the left of the curve for C=20 (+ symbol); curves for C>20 would
be lower and to the right. Graphs showing the curves for selected values of C
ranging from 1 to 80 may be found in Cooper [Ref. 5, pp. 316-319]. Cooper uses
different symbols and also uses a logarithmic scale for the blocking
probabilities, which gives a different shape to the curves. The calculations
and results, however, are the same. The other graph displayed in Figure 5 is
inner blocking probability versus load for various values of A (A = 3, 4, 5, 6)
when C=20 and speech activity is 35%. Remember that the value for A
represents the number of channels (or equivalent bandwidth) available. The
goal is to minimize the value of A while maintaining a specified standard of
service; in this case, total probability of blocking no greater than .01.
From Appendix F we see that when C=20 and the load is 12 erlangs, the
outer blocking probability equals .009796, and 12 is the highest load the system
can take without exceeding the .01 limit on total blocking. Inner blocking can
be no greater than .000204. We must find the value for A which satisfies this
requirement. For speech activity of 35%, A=5 channels is sufficient, with
inner blocking of .000148. Three channels is clearly too few, four channels
will only work at the 28% level of speech activity, and six channels exceeds
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Figure 5. Outer Blocking Probability vs. Load for C = 20, shown with
Inner Blocking Probability vs. Load for various values of A (given C =
20), assuming 35% speech activity. From Appendix F.
Given specific criteria for desired blocking probabilities and accuracy
levels, we can make tables of the values for the load and for A necessary to
meet those criteria for each value of C. Conversely, if the load is fixed, there
is a specific value for C which will meet the desired blocking probability. We
can also determine the magnitude of the effect that the proportion of speech
activity has on the value of A chosen. Table 1 below is an example, where the
desired total blocking probability (again ignoring joint blocking) is no greater
than 0.01 and is accurate to within three decimal places. The data from Table
1 are graphically depicted in Figures 6 through 8.
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TABLE 1. VALUES OF A FOR GIVEN LEVELS OF SPEECH ACTIVITY,
WITH TOTAL BLOCKING NO GREATER THAN 0.010; ACCURATE TO 3
DECIMAL PLACES.
c LOAD A: INNER (28) A. INNER (35) A. INNER (42)
5 3 3 3 4
10 4 3 3 4
20 12 4 5 5
25 16 5 5 5
30 20 5 5 5
35 24 5 5 6
40 29 6 6 7
45 33 6 6 7
50 37 6 6 7
60 46 6 7 7
70 56 7 8 8
80 65 7 8 9
90 74 7 8 9
100 84 8 9 10
125 107 8 9 10
150 131 9 10 11
160 141 9 11 12
Results of this study indicate that for low loads, the addition of
multiplexers provides very little, if any, advantage in terms of reducing the
number of channels necessary to provide acceptable blocking probabilities.
The advantage increases dramatically as load increases. This is shown in
Figure 6, where C and A represent the number of channels needed without
and with multiplexers, respectively. Also, the level of speech activity does
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have some impact on the number of channels required. However, the values
of A for 35% speech activity are within ±1 channel of the values obtained for
the lower (28%) and upper (42%) speech activity levels. This is shown in
Figure 7, which gives a closer view of the bottom three lines from Figure 6.
Figure 8 shows the use of regression analysis to interpolate the number of
channels required for loads between those listed. The quadratic equation
generated by the regression gives a model for predicting the value of A (on
the Y axis) when the load (on the X axis) is known, given desired total
blocking of no greater than 0.01 (accurate to within 3 decimal places) and
speech activity of 35%. Note that since the information in Figures 6 through
8 is taken from Table 1, all three figures assume total desired blocking
probabilties of .01. Once this is fixed, it fixes the value of C for every
corresponding load, and vice versa. Therefore, the values given for A are
dependent on the value of C as well as on the load, and C could be substituted
for load on the X axis of the three graphs. The fact that load and C are
dependent on each other allows us to use just the load to determine the value
of A (number of channels needed for a multiplexed system) without doing
the intermediate calculation to find the value of C (number of channels
required for a non-multiplexed system), given, of course, that we know the
desired total blocking probability and level of accuracy required.
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Channels for MUX (A) vs. Erlang (C)
OC DA: lnner(28) AA: lnner(35)
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Figure 6. Channel Reduction in the Multiplexer Model
Line Chart of LOAD vs. A
OA: lnner(28) DA: lnner(35) AA: lnner(42)
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Figure 7. Channels Required for Various Speech Activity Levels; Mux Model
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In this study, we first developed stochastic models of a single-node
telecommunications system both without and with the addition of an
intelligent multiplexer (the bivariate Erlang and the Multiplexer models,
respectively). The models were solved using matrix equations to compute the
joint limiting probabilities for k callers and j talkspurts, as well as outer
blocking and inner blocking probabilities (respectively the proportion of time
the maximum allowed numbers of callers and talkspurts are in the system).
Both GAMS (Appendices A and B) and APL (Appendix C) were used to do the
computations for the purpose of validating the computer code.
Approximation routines (Appendix D) were then developed that were
capable of performing the calculations much faster and for larger systems.
Results from the multiplexer approximation were compared with the actual
blocking probabilities computed from the matrix equations (Appendix E). A
rule of thumb based on the size of approximate inner blocking probabilities
was devised to determine the accuracy of both the approximate inner and
outer blocking probabilities. Sensitivity analysis was also done to determine
the effect of different levels of speech activity on the inner blocking
probabilities (Appendix F). Given desired outer blocking and total blocking
robabilities, as well as desired level of accuracy, it is possible to determine the
number of channels (A) required to handle a particular traffic load in the
multiplexer model, and compare this with the number of channels (C)
required in the Erlang model.
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Analysis of the results from the tables in Appendix F indicate that
addition of a multiplexer significantly reduces bandwidth requirements,
particularly for heavy loading. The multiplexer advantage decreases to the
point of insignificance as the load becomes very small (less than 3). The point
at which the addition of multiplexers becomes advantageous depends on the
cost of the adding multiplexers to a network vs. the cost of leasing the
additional channels or bandwidth. These costs are affected by the number of
nodes in a network, the geographical distances between nodes, and the
loading along the links between nodes. A lightly loaded network with many
nodes which are close together will benefit less than a heavily loaded system
with long distances between relatively few nodes.
This study does not compare model results with data from actual systems.
Nor was the multiplexer model developed to fit data from a real system. The
Erlang loss formula has been found to have much practical use in designing
voice telecommunications systems which do not utilize intelligent
multiplexers. It is hoped that the methodology employed to adapt the
bivariate Erlang model to reflect particular multiplexer characteristics will
likewise prove useful in determining bandwidth requirements for systems
which use intelligent multiplexers. Further study is recommended to validate
the multiplexer model through comparison with data from a multiplexed
voice system. Adjustments to the model may also be made to reflect different
performance characteristics and input parameter values.
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APPENDIX A
The following GAMS program computes limiting probabilities for the bivariate
Erlang system. Results shown are for a three-channel system with the following
characteristics:
Mean call length (n
_1
) of 3 minutes (180 seconds).
Load (X/fJ.) equal to 1.
Mean talkspurt length ((3_1 ) of 352 ms (.352 seconds)
Mean length of silence (or 1 ) of 650 ms.
Speech activity of 35% (a+(a+P)= 0.35).
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APPENDIX B
The following GAMS program computes limiting probabilities for the multiplexer
model system. Results shown are for a three-channel system with the following
characteristics:
Maximum number of calls allowed equals 5.
Mean call length (|i _1 ) of 3 minutes (180 seconds).
Load (X/ji) equal to 1.
Mean talkspurt length ((5" 1 ) of 352 ms (.352 seconds)
Mean length of silence (or 1 ) of 650 ms.
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The following program may be used to solve limiting probabilities for the bivariate Erlang
model by setting "COMPRESS" equal to 1, "RO" equal to B and "HEADER" equal toO.
^MATRIXM CD
[I] ft MATRIX FOR ADAPTIUE MULTIPLEXER
[23 DICX-1
[3] ft THIS PROGRAM USES MATRIX INUERSION TO COMPUTE
LIMITING
C4] ft PROBABILITIES FOR THE MULTIPLEXER MODEL.
[5] ft IT REQUIRES A UECTOR INPUT OF 8 ELEMENTS.
[6] ft LAM IS THE CALL INITIATION RATE.
171 ft MU IS THE CALL TERMINATION RATE.
C8] ft ALPHA IS THE TALKSPURT INITIATION RATE.
C9] ft BETA IS THE TALSPURT TERMINATION RATE.
[10] a A IS MAX NUMBER OF ACTIUE CALLS
[II] ft C IS MAX NUMBER OF CALLS IN PROGRESS
[12] ft COMPRESS IS THE COMPRESSION RATE
[13] ft FOR PACKETIZED TALKSPURTS
.
[14] ft HEADER IS THE PROPORTION OF HEADER INFO
[15] ft TO MEAN TALKSPURT LENGTH.










[26] ft RO IS THE RATIO OF THE INPUT TO OUTPUT







[32] ft PROCESSOR SHARING SERUICE
[33] ft BETAM IS THE TALKSPURT TERMINATION RATE AFTER
[34] ft ACCOUNTING FOR COMPRESSION AND HEADER.
[35] INUBETAM*- ( ( 1^-COMPRESS) +HEADER) xBxINUBETA<-l+BETA
















[50] ML+( (LEU+1) ,LEV)pQ
[51] MM+( (LEU+1) , (LEU+1) ) p0










[58] MR+MM+( (A+l) , (A+l) )p0
[59] ML+( (A+l) ,A)p0
[60] +NEXTMA




[65] MR+MM+ML+ ( ( A+l
)
,









[72] ML[CC1;CC1]+(LEU-(CC1-1) ) xMU
[73] INNERR1
:
[74] ->INNERR2xi (CC1 = 1)
[75] MLCCC1; (CC1-1) ]<- (CC1-1 )xMU
[76] INNERR2:






MAX NUMB OF ACTIUE CALLS
NUMB OF ACTIUE CALLS
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[83] -»NEXTMlxi (CM=(pMM) C1D)












[95] MR[CL; (CL+1) ]<-LAM





[101] M[STARTl+(iNUMB) ; (START1+ ( iNUMB) ) ]<-MM
[102] M[STARTl+(iNUMB) ; (START-NUMB) +t (NUMB-1) ]*ML
[103] ->ENDxi (COC)
[104] M[STARTl+(iNUMB) ; ( START 1 +MUNB+ ( iNUMB+1 ) ) ]<-MR
[105] +ITERxi (CC<C)
[106]CEQA:
[107] M C START l+(i NUMB) ; (START1+ ( iNUMB) ) ]<-MM
[108] M[STARTl+(iNUMB) ; (START-NUMB) +i (NUMB-1) T«-ML
[109] ->ENDxi (COC)
[110] M[STARTl+(iNUMB) ; (START1+NUMB+ ( iNUMB) ) ]<-MR
[111] ->ITERxi (CC<C)
[112]CBIGA:
[113] M[START1+UNUMB) ; (START1+ ( iNUMB) ) ]<-MM
[114] M[STARTl+(iNUMB) ; (START1-NUMB) +iNUMB]<-ML
[115] ->ENDxi (CC=C)
[116] M[STARTl+(iNUMB) ; (START1+NUMB+ ( iNUMB) ) ]<-MR
[117] +ITERxi (CC<C)
C1183END:
[119] IDENTMiSIZE) .= (iSIZE)
[120] IDENT<-IDENTx( (SIZE, SIZE) P (+/M) )
[121] MI<-M<-M-IDENT
[122] M[;l]<-1
[123] LHS«-(l,SIZE)p(l, ( (SIZE-DP0) )
[124] PIA<-LHS+.x(BM)
[125] MATRIX^ (3, (p,PIA) )pSC,SA, (,PIA)
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APPENDIX D
The APL program APPROX calculates the limiting probabilities for both the Erlang
and multiplexer models using approximation techniques. It calls the routine STATES to
help format the output. BLOCK is used to compute the inner, outer, and combined inner-
outer blocking probabilities for both the approximation (APPROX) and the actual
(MATR1XM) calculations for comparison.
^APPROX CMM
111 DIOl
[£] a THIS PROGRAM REQUIRES A UECTOR OF 3 ELEMENTS AS
INPUT.
[3] r IT CALCULATES THE LIMITING PROBABILITIES FOR THE
MULTIPLEXER
C4] p. AND ERLANG MODELS USING MATRIX INUERSION.
C51 m L IS LAMBDA, THE CALL INITIATION RATE.
[6] m M IS MU, THE CALL TERMINATION RATE.
[7] R ALPHA IS THE TALKSPURT INITIATION RATE.
CS: fl BETA IS THE TALKSPURT TERMINATION RATE.
LSI m A IS THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS.
[16] fl C IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CALLS ALLOMED
.
Cll] fl COMPRESS IS THE COMPRESSION RATE OF PACKET I ZED
TALKSPURTS
.
[IB] a HEADER IS THE PROPORTION OF HEADER INFORMATION TO
[13] fl MEAN LENGTH OF TALKSPURT.











[35] fl CALCULATION FOR BINOMIAL PROB . OF J TALKSPURTS GIUEN
K CHANNELS
[26] fl FOR ERLANG
[27] DI0*Q










[37] fl FOR MUX
[33] r INUBETAM IS THE HEN TALKSPURT LENGTH IN BITS
[39] R AFTER COMPRESSION AMD HEADER ARE CONSIDERED.
[ 33 ] I NUBETAM^ ( ( 1 +COMPRESS J +HEADER ) x Bx I MUBETA* 1 -BETA
[ 39 ] BETAM* ( 1 - INUBETAM
)
[40] SERU+BETAM:..RO




[45] INLPM:PRAN[K;J]+(J!K)x( ( ALPHA+SERU) *J>
[46] K+K+l
[47] *(K<C)/INLPM
[43] P0+( (A+l) , (C+l) )pl+C+/PRAM)
[49] PRAM^-igPOxtjPRAM
[50] m TRUNCATED POISSON PROBABILITY OF K CALLERS
[51] m QIUEN MAX J CHANNELS
[53] a FOR ERLANG (MAX CHANNELS = MAX CALLERS = A)
[53] LOAD*L+M
[54] rK+ i A+l
[55] rPRC*CLOAD*K)-HK


















[73] DIMM2+(A+1) , (C+l)
[ 74 ] flALPM+PRAMx^D I MM2pPRCM





[79] rALPE+ALPE, ( (pSA) - (pALPE) ) P0R
[30] rALPM*ALPM, ( (pSA) - (pALPM) J pO




[I] r THIS FUNCTION RETURNS 2 UECTORS WHICH.,
[£] r TOGETHER, GIUE THE STATES HI TERMS OF












[15] SA*SA,(UU[i (LEU+1) ])























C93 MATRIXES (4,, (p,PIA) )pSC,SA, (ALPM) , ( ,PIA)
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APPENDIX E
These tables compare actual outer and inner blocking probabilities (OUTBL, INBL) with
their approximated counterparts (OUTBLA, INBLA). Results are shown for C (maximum number
of calls allowed) equal to 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30. The values for A indicate the number of available
channels.
The level of speech activity (average proportion of time a call of infinite duration is active)
is assumed to be 35% for all runs. The mean length of a call is 3 minutes. The mean length of a
talkspurt (pW) is 352 ms. The compression factor is 4-to-l and the length of the header
information is 15.625% of the mean length of a talkspurt. The rate of each active incoming
channel is b = 32 Kbps. Thus, the value of ((3"*) is 4576 bits. The outgoing channel rate s is
equal to A, the number of available channels, multiplied by b, the incoming channel rate. The
values for load (X,/(i) are as indicated in the tables.
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c • s A • 1
LOAD outsl OUTBLA
1 . 000400 . 0010.7
2.0 . oo«s2s .03441?
3.0 .0:1:01 .110054
4 . .0>7»00 . itiot;
c • s » • :
LOAD OUTBL OUTSu*




. o . Oil) JJ .03**97
3.0 . 10:9 01 . U0CS4
<
.















LOAD OUTBL Ou:Bla IsBL IWBu*
1 .0 . 003043 .003047 .000047 .00004*
2.0 . 0S». -5 o:..i? .000272 .0002*9
3 .
. 1 09912 . 1 10054 .000404 .000401
4
. . 118840
. 111047 . 00013S .00012*
c • s A • 4
LO»0 CUTBL OUTBLA IN8L INBLA
; .0 .003047 .003047
. 000000 .0000O0
2.0 .0344)7 034417 .000002 .000002
3.0 .110054 .1 10054 . 00000s .000005
4 .
. 111044 . 111047 .000009 .000001
S.O .284844 .284848 . 000012 .00012
c s A • S
LOAD OUTBL 0UT8U* INBL INBLA
1 .0 .003047 .003047 .000000 .000000
2 .0 .034417 .034497 .000000 .000000
3.0





c 10 a • :
LOAD ouTSL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
1 .0 .000000 .000000
. 13954!
. 15*043
2.0 .000000 .000038 .229440 .27402*
3.0 .000002 .000810 .293849 .3*5335
4.0 .000022 .005308 .343124 .437013
S.O .000104 .018385 .38251 1 .493130
4.0 .000341 .043142 .414993 .53*284
7.0 .000152 .078741 .442404 .S*877S
t.O .002017 .121441 .445144 .592908
1.0 .004034 .1471(3 .484424 .410788
c • 10 A • 2
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA IWBL INBL*
1 .0 .000000 .000000 .004417 .004454
2.0 .000018 .000038 .0.5*11 .01*187
3.0
. 000110 . 000810 . 03 1280 .033097
4
. . 002451 . 005308
. 0411SS .053231
S.O .001472 .018385 .047782 .074441
t.O .024014 .043142 .08S720 .094*47
7.0 .044743 .078741
. 1020S7 . 112434
S.O .07.541 .121441 . 11*314 .12727*
1 .0
. I l l 341 .1471*3
. 12841S . 139214
c • 10 A . 3
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
1 .0 000000 .000000 .000050 .000050
2.0 .000034 . 0O0OS8 .000373 .000371
3.0 .000773 .000810 .001 145 .001 1*1
4
. .005048 .005308 002SOS .002503
s .01 7401 .018385 .004304 .004312
t .0 .041444 .043142 .004344 .004342
7.0 .075131 .078741 .008387 .008408
8.0
. 11 7754 .121441 .010242 .010282
9.0 .U3122 .147143 .011100 .011113
c • 10 A • 4
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA 1N8L IHBLA
1 .0 0OO0O0 .000000 .000000 .000000
2 . 000038 .000038 .000004 .000004
3.0 .000809 .000810 .000021 .000021
4 .0 .005300 .005308 .000051 .000058
5.0 .018359 .018385 .000122 .000120
* . 041085 .043142 .000203 . 000200
7.0 . 078*45 .078741 .000211 . 000288
8 .12152* .121**1 . 000378 .000374
9.0 . 147713 . 1*79*3 . 00.0418 000453
c . 10 * • 5
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA INBL 1WBLA
1 .0 000000 .000003 .000000 .000000
2.0 . 0OC038 .oooc:s .000000 .000000
3 .0 .000810 .0008 10 .000000 . 000000
4 3 .0053C7 . 005308 .000301 . 000001
S.O . 018384 .018385 .000002 . 000002
*.o .043141 .043142 .000003 . 000003
7. .078731 .: 78741 .000005 .00000s
8.0 .121*59 .121**1 .000007 .000007
1 .0 . 1*79*0 . 1*79*3 . 000001 .000001
C • IS A 1
LOAD OUTSL OUTBLA 1N8L INBLA
5.0 .000000 .f 001S7 . 38251* .41*181
t.O .000000 . -00892 .41S0I4 .544033
7.0 . 00O0OO .003319 .4424*7 .583*2*
8 . . 000000 .001101 .4**011 . 41*453
9. .000001 .019848 .48*723 . .43.11
10.0 .000003 .03*497 .5041*0 .4*5527
11.0 .000008 .058797 .521245 .483244
12.0 .000018 . 08S729 .S3S910 .497359
13.0 . 000037 .1158*5 .541215 . 708549
C • IS A 2
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
s.o .000019 .000157 .0*8*54 .074777
t.O .0001 1* .000892 .088285 . 101 180
7.0 .000475 .003319 .107725 . 12*049
8.0 .00145* .009101 .12**1* .150441
9.0 .00359* .0198*8 . 144*9* .173-31
10.0 .007514 .03*497 .1*17*2 .19427!
11.0 .013778 .058797 .177*5! .212531
12.0 .0227** .085729 . 19225* .228)07
13.0 .034*01 .1158*5 .205512 .241158
C • IS A • 3
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
S.O .000124 .000 15 7 .004*85 .004725
4.0 .000707 .000892 .007487 .007405
7.0 .002*54 . 00331
9
.010134 .011183
8 .0 .0073*2 .009101 .014887 .015308
9 .0 .01*212 .0198*8 .011.32 .019707
10.0 .030380 .03*497 .023430 .024 11*
11.0 .049703 0S8797 .0275*7 .02844*
12.0 .0735*2 .08S729 .031392 .032330
13.0 . 100820 .11S34S .03482* .035773
C IS A • 4
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
S.O .000155 .0001S7 .000141 .000148
i .0 .000879 .000892 .000211 .000288
7 . .00327! .003319 . 000411 .000495
t.O .008981 .009101 .000775 .000747
9.0 .011*21 .011848 .001 103 .00 1013
10.0 .03*070 .03*417 .0014*2 .001441
11.0 .058151 .0S8717 .001828 .0018 12
12.0 .084872 .085721 . 002 182 . 0021 43
13.0 . 114800 . 1 1584S . 002501 .002487
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C • IS » • s
1.0*0 OUIBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
•>
. 000 1 i 7 .000117 .00000] .00000!
t .0008*1 .000812 .000007 00000k
7.0 .001317 .00331) .000013 .000013
a .00*0)7 .00)101 .000023 .000022
•>0 Ol)d»0 .0118*8 .00003S .000034
10 05*«82 .334417 .00004) .00004)
11.0 .358774 .0S87)7 .0000*5 .0000*.
12.0 .081*18 .08572) .030081 .00007)
IS 11582k .115845 .0000)5 .00^0)4
C • 20 A • f
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
10.0 .0018*) .00184) .000002 .000002
11.0 .004440 .004440 .000003 .000003
12.0 .00)7)5 .00)7)4 .000004 .000004
13.0 .018108 .018110 .000004 .000004
14.0 .030033 .030035 .000008 .000008
15.0 .04558) .0455)3 .000011 .000010
14.0 .0*4404 .0>44U .000013 .000913
17.0 .385854 .(35840 .330015 .000015
18.3 .131205 .11)213 .030017 .000017
C • 20 * • 1
.0^0 OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
10.3 .300000 .0018*1 .534)40 .'.:.»
11.3 .030000 .334440 .521245 .4)2*1)
12.3 .0O0C03 .30)7)4 .555)11 .710)34
13.0 .003000 .018113 .54)217 .72*588
14.0 .300000 .030035 .541345 .7318.0
15.0 .000000 .045513 .572518 .750152
16.0 .330030 .044411 .58280) .740114
17.0 .000000 .385840 .5)2344 .747834
13.3 .003000 .10)213 .401218 .774134
C • 20 A . 2
LOAD OUIBL O'JTJLA INBL INBL*
10.0 .030041 .30184) .142731 .202251
11.3 .000122 .004440 .171552 .224054
12.0 .000307 .00)7)4 .1)5578 .2484)2
'.3.0 .300>87 .018110 .213814 .24)187
14.0 .001383 .030035 .225273 .287840
15 .002552 .045513 .238157 .30434*
14.0 .004371 .344411 .251880 .318701
17.3 .037017 .085840 .244043 .331011
.8.3 .010455 .10)21! .27544) .341472













C 30 » • 2
LOAO OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
15.0 .000000 .000221 .23)302 .314)78
14.0 .000000 .00054* .2524)5 .337214
17.0 .000000 .001281 .245348 .35*48)
18.0 .000000 .002422 .277C5) .574741
D.O .000001 .004)02 .288535 .3)1)12
20.0 .00000! .008457 .211441 .407)18
21.0 .000005 .0155)4 .50))00 .4224)0
22.0 .000011 .020555 .311)11 .434175
25.0 .330022 .02)384 .32)505 .448552
24.0 .000040 .043121 .138735 .451218
25.0 .000070 .05240! .147517 .4,8835
24.0 .30011) .044412 .354022 .477375
27.9 .0001)4 .081880 .344180 .484801
28.0 .000307 .0)8122 .372028 .4)12)4
21 .000471 .115045 .37)582 .4)4)48
C 20 A . 3
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA INBL, INBLA
10.0 .00101) .00184) .025455 .024)48
11.0 .0025)8 .004440 .03122! .033334
12.0 .005455 .00)7)4 .037251 .040022
13.0 .010813 .018110 .041174 .04474*
14.0 .31857) .010035 .04)42! .053321
15.0 .02)22) .0455)3 .055218 .05)4*7
14.3 .042758 .044411 .04070! .045140
17.0 .058)14 .385840 .045717 .37024!
18.0 .077278 .10)211 .070104 .074734
C • 20 A • «
LOAO OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBL*
10.0 .001747 .00184) .001807 .031800
11.0 .004])* .004440 .00244* .002458
12.3 .30)2)) .03)7)4 .001214 .001212
13.0 .81721* .018110 .304314 .304014
14.0 .328477 .050055 .004888 .004887
15.0 .045447 .045513 .005734 .005735
14.0 .341882 .044411 .004552 .30454)
1 7 3 .382758 .385840 .037314 .30733)
18.0 .105538 .10)211 .008017 .308304
C • 20 A . 5
LOAO OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
10.0 .00184! .33184) .093071 .333379
II. .904424 .394449 .990194 .990105
12.0 .00)748 .00)7)4 .009159 .990148
15.0 .018041 .018110 .009291 .9331)8
14.9 .92))58 .3]3335 .990254 .009252
15.9 .045483 .9455)3 .099313 .999308
14.0 .044245 .944411 .000379 .909345
17 9 .9(5478 .985840 .003425 .30041)
18.0 .104)17 .10)213 .000474 .099479
C • 10 A • 1
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBL*
15.9 .99392* .999221 .958405 .944111
14.9 .990944 .'0054* .945)48 .975547
17.0 .900141 . 001281 .071451 .08507!
18.0 .999154 .992422 .981991 .0)4737
11.0 .09071) .004)02 .088577 .104422
20.0 .901152 .998457 .9)4125 .113)89
21.0 .99237) .01151* .1915)) .123255
22.0 .903)42 .929535 .119)4) .112104
21.9 .0041)1 .02)184 .118121 .1*0417
24.0 .09)278 .9*0121 .12507! .148194
25.0 .011121 .052401 .11175! .15512)
24.0 .018412 .944412 .11812! .141474
27.0 .02440! .081889 .14415* .147145
28.0 .911)91 .9)8122 .14)82! .17221*
2).
9
.040272 .115045 .155118 .17471!
C 19 * • «
LOAO OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
15.0 .000157 .000221 .00792! .997117
14.3 .900404 .000544 .908581 .998749
17.9 .999)24 .991281 .010504 3135.8
18.9 .931)14 .902422 .012184 .012541
D.O .991424 .994)92 .9141)9 .914457
29.9 .004349 .908457 .9142)1 .91*8*)
21.9 .319334 .9135)4 .018447 .01)139
22.9 .915848 .929555 .929414 .9213)0
23.0 .023025 .02)384 .922755 .925499
24.9 .931)15 .949121 .024828 .02571)
25.9 .942445 .952491 .924804 .027718
24.9 .0545!) .044412 .028441 .92)577
27.9 .947)49 .981889 .9!9388 .931285
28.9 .982440 .0)8122 .911)7) .932842
2).
9
.9)771) .115945 .0:3415 .054252
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c • J3 A • 5
LOaO OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
IS .0 .000214 .030221 33:- 5 1 .000444
It .0 .000547 .000544 .000514 . 000588
17 .0 .001241 .00128 I .000744 .000758
18 .0 .002544 .002422 .000445 . 000155
11 .0 .004740 .034102 .001 111 .001 180
20 .0 . oos::2 08457 . 001431 001424
21 .0 .015231 . 01 3514 .001 705 .001410
22 .3 .02:015 320535 .001181 0011»4
:: .3 .028677 .02! 38 4 .332260 .002242
24 .0 . 051236 340 : 2: . 002537 .002516
:s .3 .051474 .052603 .002805 . 002782
24 . 3 . 065248 .0...12 . 003061 . 003055
:; . 380528 . OSldSO .0052 73
:» .0 .314577 .818122 .003525 .003415
21 .0 . 1 15:44 1 15045 3037.2 003417
c • so A > 4
LO*0 OuTBL OUTBLA INBL INBL A
15 .0 . 000221 .300221 . 000018 .000018
a .0 . aoo5«5 . 30C544 .000024 . 000024
17 .0 .001278 .00128 1 .300354 .000055
IS .0 .002417 .002422 . 300348 . 000047
l», 3 .004813 .004402 . 000042 .000041
23 .0 . J C d - - I .008457 .000078 . 000077
21. .013571 .313514 .000014 .000014
22 .020532 .020535 .0001 15 .0001 1 J
:s. 3 .021340 321384 .000135 . 000133
24, 3 . 340042 .040121 .000154 . 000155
25 .052550 .352435 . 300174 . 0001 73
24
.
.044525 .044412 .000144 .000112
:7
.
.08 1 778 .08 1883 .000214 .00021 1
23 . .018007 .318122 .000232 .000228
2». .114138 .115045 .000241 .000244
c • : 3 A • 7
LOAD OUTBL OUTBLA INBL INBLA
15 . .000221 . 00022
1
.303001 .000001
u .000544 .000544 . 000801 . 000001
17. 3 .001231 .001281 .000031 .000001
18. .002122 .002422 .000002 .000002
11. .304102 .004102 .000002 .000002
20. . 003457 .008457 .000003 .000005
21 . .015515 .015514 .000004 .000004
22. .020554 .020555 .300005 .000004
25. .021384 .021586 .000005 .000005
24. 8 .0401 11 .340121 .000004 . 000004
2S. . 052400 .052405 .000007 .000007
24. 9 .041101 .044412 .000008 .000008
27. a . 08 1875 .381880 .000004 .000001
28 . . 0181 17 .018 122 .000010 .000010
2*.
. 1 15040 . 1150»5 .003311 .00001 1
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APPENDIX F
The following tables show results of the approximation to the multiplexer model when C
(maximum number of calls allowed) equals 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 125, 150, and 160. The values for A indicate the number of available channels.
Outer blocking probabilities are calculated from the formula for the truncated Poisson
distribution (2). Inner blocking probabilities (equal to Pj(k), from (6), where J = A) are compared
for three different levels (28%, 35%, and 42% ) of speech activity (average proportion of time a call
of infinite duration is active). Mean talkspurt lengths (pV 1 ) are assumed to be 288 ms, 352 ms, and
420 ms, respectively, for the three levels of speech activity. The compression factor is 4-to- 1 and
the length of the header information is 15.625% of the mean length of a talkspurt. The rate of each
active incoming channel is b = 32 Kbps. Thus, the values for (pV 1 )* are 3744, 4576, and 5460
bits, respectively, for the three levels of speech activity.
The mean length of a "call is 3 minutes. The outgoing channel rate s is equal to A, the
number of available channels, multiplied by b, the channel rate. The values for load {X/\i) are as
indicated in the tables.
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BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FO* C
LOAD OUTER :>h«i:ii INKfJ(SS) INNER142 1
1 .0 .005047 .121505
. 1S57»* . 110721




. 31 1C41 . 347074
«
.
. .8. :. :
. 33C847 .3477*4 .42**27
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 5 » • 2
LOAD OUTER i»-»<ea era i INNER < 35 ) INNER I 42 I
1 . .001047 .002(40 .0043*4 .00714*
: . o 032:5* .007323 012848 .0205*7
J . 3 .3**245
. o i J I ; s .023.54 .034434
4 . 3 . 1*4347 .018124 . 032524 . 051083
blocking probabilities fo« c • 5 a . 3
load outer 1nnercs) !nn£r(35> inneri42)
1 .003047 .000018 .000044 . 000102
2 .03225* .000045 .000237 .000515
I ' . 3**2*5 .0002'.* 00C542 001 1 73
4 . 184047 .000351 . 000844 . 001844
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 5 A • 4




1 .0 .003047 .000000 . 000000 . 000001
2 .0 .032258 .000030 .000302 .000005
3.0 .0**245 .000001 .030005 .000014
4.0 .184047 .000002 .000004 .000024
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOB C • 5 A • J
LOAD OUTEJ* INNEJU2* ) INNFJKJ5) IHHESC42 )
1.0 .003047 .000000 .300000 .000000
2.0 .032254 .003000 .000000 .000000
1.0 .0**245 .000000 .000000 .000000
4.0 . 184047 .000000 .000030 .300000







2.0 .000034 .000133 .000327 .000700
:
.
.000737 .300438 .001354 . 032217
4.0 .305030 .001000 .032372 .3048*4
5.0 .01 78*4 .0017*1 .0041*7 .008540
4 .0 .0-25*0 .002704 .334281 .012437
7.0 .078244 .003427 .008357 .314471
8 .0 .121312 .004475 .01025! .02031*
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FO* C • 10 A • 4










4.0 .005030 000014 .000055 . 330154
5.0 .0178*4 000035 .0001 1
7
.000324
4.0 .0425*0 000040 .0001*7 .000544
7.0 .07*244 .0000*7 .0002(4 .0007*7
8.0 .121312 0001 13 .000573 .001022
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FQ* C 10 A • 5
LOAO OUTER INHERC2S) INNERl 35
1
INNER 142 >
1 .030030 000033 .000000 .000000
2.0 .000034 003C00 . 000000 .303033
3
. 0OC737 300300 . 000023 .330031
4 .0 .305033 000000 .000031 .000333
5.0 .0178*4 033303 .003002 .000007
4 . 3 .0425'0 030301 . 333303 .003013
7.0 .0 78 244 030001 . 000335 .000320
8 .0 .121312 000002 .300007 . 000027
BLOCKING PROBABILIT IES FO* C • 13 A • 4
OUTER INNERI28) INNER1S5) INNERI42)
1 .000333 .000330 . 003330 . 300000
2 .000034 .000000 . 000033 . 300300
s .000737 .ooocoo .300000 .033030
4 .005330 ,000.00 . 300000 .003303
5 .31 78*4 .000030 .033330 . 333333
4 .0*25*0 .030330 .033300 .330300
7 378244 .000300 .003333 .330030
s .121312 .003300 . 333030 .333003
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FO* C • 23 4.3
LOAD OUT.EH INNCR12*) INNERI55) INNER142)
5 .0 .000000 .032034 .00472* .00*53!
4 .0 .000004 .00334* .007440 .015101
7 .000030 .00505* .011344 .021**5
8 .0O015* .0071*2 .015833 .030130
) .000417 .30*715 .321044 .03*347
13 .001841 .012427 .024*4* .04*504
11 .004440 .015455 .033134 .040245
12 .00*7*4 .01*2*5 .040022 .071301
13 .01*110 .022*22 .044744 .3*2230
14 .030035 .024301 .053321 .0*24*4
15 .0455*3 .32*41* .05*4*7 .102417
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FO* C • 20 A • 4






5 .000000 .003045 .00014* .003437
1 .000004 .0000*0 .0002*2 .33078*
7 .003050 .030140 .030515 .0013*4
• .00015* .003243 .00382* .002171
* .000417 .000403 .331254 .003258
IS .00184* .001585 .331303 .004573
11 .004440 .00 180* .33245* .004141
12 .00*7*4 .001047 .005212 .007*54
13 .01(110 .001353 .004354 .00*985
14 .033055 .001452 .004887 .31 1844
15 .0455*5 .001*52 .005735 .01 38 13
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FO* C • 20 A • 5
OUTER INKJK24) INNER 1 35) INNEJU42)
59
5 . 000003 000001 .000005 .000010
• . ooooc» 000001 .000007 .000024
7 a . 000020 OOOOOJ . 0000 !<. .000050
8 . 1 5 9 30000k .oooo:t .oooo?:
9 . 3006 It 000010 .000044 .00015*






:: .oo97'6 300054 , 0001-d .000507
i .0 18 109 0000-. 0001»9 . 300* "J
it 3 ,050035 000069 .000252 .000652
'.•> 3 . - 5 i * 5 003073 . :30Soa . 001037
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
O'.'TES InnER123) Inh£?i35) ;nnER<42>
000003 000000 00:000 .000000
0-C304 .000000 . 000000 . 0O0CO1
3 000033 . 000000 . 000000 . 000001
300159 . 003000 . 000001 . 000003
030* : • . 000000 .000001 .000005
0018*3 .030000 . 000002 .000009
3 03i«59 .000000 .00000: .000014
00 9/95 03000 1 .300034 .0000:0
3.8.-9 .030001 .33330b .0000:9
030055 .033001 .000038 .000038
3 0-5595 . 000002 .000010 . 000048
SLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR c
OUTER INNERC3) INNER15S) INNER14:)
5 . OOOOOO .000000 .300000 .000000
* 3 . 330004 .000000 . OOOOOO .000000
7 3 . 000C30 .330000 . 003000 .000000
8 .000159 .000000 .000000 .030000
9 . 000616 .000030 .000000 .300000
10 . .: .8.8 . 300000 .000300 .000300
11 3 .004639 . OOOOOO .000000 .000000
i: . 009796 .000000 .030330 .000001
13 3 .018109 .030000 .000000 .000001
14 3 .030035 .000000 .000000 .000001
15 3 . 045593 .000000 .000000 .000001
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C 25 A « 4
OUTER INNERI28) INNER1551 INNERI42)
10 . oooo:9 .300595 .0018:7 .004t55
1
1
3 .0301 1? . 0008 38 .00:559 .00655*
1: .000373 .301 141 .005408 .008375
1 2 3 . OOIO:? .001505 .004439 .010748
14 . 00:419 .001932 . ccs.;
t
.015451
15 .00501 I .00:415 .oot»si .016575
It .009319 .00:945 . 00853: .019508
1 7 . 15801 .00250: .009879 .o::?58
18 .0:475t . 004074 .01 1394 .0:5970
19 .036:73 .004*41 . Oi:S84 .0:91 IS
:o . 060::: .005190 .014515 .05:102
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C 25 A . 5











15.0 .001029 .000055 . 000254 .000785
14.0 .00:419 .00007t .000520 . 0OI0t2
15.3 .00601 1 .000102 .000423 .001589
16.0 .009319 .000131 .000642 .001 J to
17.0 .015801 .000164 .000672 .0021 t5
19 .024756 .000199 .000809 .002589
19.0
. 05t:73 .000254 .000950 .00S0I9
23 . 3 . 350::; .000270 . 001089 . 005445
BLOCKING PROBABII 1 T IES FOR C • 2S A • t
lo-o OUTER 1NNERC28 ) INNtS I 55 ) 1.-.NER142 )
10.0 .000029 .000000 .003002 . 30030?
11.0 .0001
1
7 .000001 . 000005 .000015
1: .000578 . 00O0O1 .000005 .000024
13.0 .0010:9 . 000001 . 300008 .00005 J
14
. .0024 19 .000002 .000012 .000054
15.0 .00601 I . 000005 .00001 7 .000075
16.0 . 009319 .000004 .0000:2 .000100
17.0
. 015801 .000006 . 000029 .000 12'
13 . .o:47st . OOOC06 . 000056 0001 t
1
19.0 .05t273 .000038 .00004, . 5001 94
:o.o .050222 .000009 .000052 . 000:27
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 25 A 7








12 .0 .000578 .000000 . 030000 .000001
15.0 .001029 .OOOOOO .000000 . 000001
14.0 .002419 . JO0O00 .000000 .00000:
15.0 .005311 .000000 .000000 .000003
It .0095 19 .000000 . 000001 . 000004
17.0 .316301 .000000 .300001 .000005
18.0 .024756 .000000 .000001 .000007
19.0 .05*273 .000000 .000001 .000308
:o.o .0502:2 .000000 .000002 .000010
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 25 A > 8
LOAO OUTER INNER I 28 ) INNER (55) INNEJRC4: )
10.0 .000029 .000000 .000000 .000000
11.0 .0001 17 . OOOOOO .000000 .OOOOOO
12.0 .000578 .000000 .000000 .000000
15.0 .001029 .000000 .000000 .000000
14.0 .002419 .000000 . OOOOOO .OOOOOO
15.0 .00501 1 . OOOOOO .000000 .030030
16.0 .009319 .000000 . 300000 .000000
17.0 .015801 .000000 .000000 . 300000
18 .0 .024756 .000000 .000030 .000000
19.0 .056273 .000000 . 000030 .000000
20.0 .050222 .000000 .000000 .000000
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C 50 A 4
LOAD OUTER NN{R(28 ) INNER! 55
)
1 nne r 1 4 ; i
15.0 .000221 . 302490 .007157 .016743
1 1 . .000564 . 305097 .008760 .0:0247
17.0 .001281 .005784 . 0105t3 .o:408o
18 .0 .002622 .004547 .012545 .0:8 195
19.0 .004902 .006575 .014.57 .052522
20.0 .008457 .006255 .01 t8t9 .056'85
















BlOCkIsG PRC9ABIL1T1ES FM C
OUTER INNERC28) InnERCSSI !NH£R[42)
IS . .000221 .oooioa . 000(4* .001454
It . . 0035t4 :::;-- . ooosaa 301881
1 7 3 . 301. SI . 3CC.a7 . 30075a oo:- io





3 0C -jZ .oco287 . 001 180 .005470
:c . 003457 . 0003*2 ,ooic:t .004 384
: i 3 oi:si« . 3004 :; . 001 t»0 .OuS158
22 3 . 02uS3S .ooosos . 001 8»4 . 005848
:: 3 .028384 . 030580 . 002242 . 00t74O
:*. 3 .040121 000455 .00251* .00751?
25 osrtos . 000727 . 002 7B2 ooa:t4
SLOCKING PSC8ASIL1TIES FOR C
OU'ER INNES12SI InnERISS) INNES(42)
IS . .000221 . 000003 . 0000:3 .00008
1
It . .000544 .000004 . 000024 .0001 14
17 .0 .00.281 .OOOOOt .00005S .0001S4
la .0 .002*22 .000008 . 000047 .000204
18 .0 . 004802 .00001
1
.000041 . 000242
:o .0 . 0084S7 .30001 3 . 000077 .000328
2 1 . 3 .013584 . 30001 7 . 000084 .000402
:: 3 .020535 .000020 .00311} .000480
25 3 . 028384 .000024 . 000155 . ooasti
24. 3 . 04012
1
.00002? .oooiss .000*42
:s. .052105 . 000031 .0001 73 . 0OO723
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOB C • 50 * 7
LOAD OUTER |NN£»(28> INFEROS) INNER(42)
IS .0 . 000221 . 300000 . 000001 .000005
It . . 000S»4 .000000 .000001 .000005
17 .0 .001281 .000000 . 000001 . 000007
18 .0 . 002422 . oooooo .000002 .300008
1 8 .0 . 004802 .000000 .000002 .000015
20 .0 . 0C84S7 .000000 .000003 .00001 7
21 .0 . 013584 . oooooo . 000004 .000021
22 .020555 .000001 .000004 .000024
25 028384 . 330001 .000005 .000051
24 . .040121 .000001 .000004 .000057
25 c .052403 .000001 .000007 .000042
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
OUTER INNER128) INNER135) Inn£R(42>
15 .0 .000221 .000000 . oooooo .300000
: t .0 . 0OC544 .300000 .000000 .000000
17 .0 .001281 .000000 . oooooo .oooooo
18 .0 . 002l22 . oooooo .000000 . oooooo
1 1 .004802 . oooooo .000000 . oooooo
20 . 008457 .003000 .000000 .ooooci
21 .0 .013584 .000000 . oooooo . 000001
22 .020535 .000000 .000000 .000001
23 .028384 .000000 . oooooo .003001
24 3 .040121 .000000 .000000 .000001
25 .052t05 .000000 .000000 .000002
BLOCKING PR08ABILI TIES FOR C • 30 « • 8




15.0 . 000221 .000000 .000000 .000000
14.0 . 000544 .000000 . oooooo . OOOOOO
17.0 .00128 1 OOOOOO .000000 000030
18 . .002422 . OOOOOO . 000-00 . OOOOOO
18.0
. 004802 .000000 330000 . 000300
20 . .00345 7 00.300 . oooooo . 000C30
2 : o 013584 .00(000 .030300 .003003
22. C2053S 00C ,00 . 330003 . 333000
23.0 0283*4 oooooo . 300000
. OOOOOO
24 .0 .040121 .000000 .000000 .000000
25 .052(03 .000000 . 300000 OOOOOO
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C 35 A 4
LOAD OUTER INNERI28
)
INNER ( 3 5
)
IN>-£»(42 J.
20.0 000484 . 004502 .017452 . 037884
21.0 .00138J . 007584 . 020082 .045181
22 .002414 .038748 .022388 . 048580
23.0 .004578 .008881 . 325318 .054123
24.0 .007514 .011243 .028323 .058724
25.0 .01 1444 .012572 . 051854 OtS :;
.
24.0 .017 148 .01 3884 .054858 . 070758
27.0 .024128 .015177 .057788 .074020




30.0 .055771 .018751 .045752 .080048
SLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR : 35 a . | 5
LOAD OUTER INMERC23
1
INNER ; 35 ) I hut R 1 . 2 1
20.0 .000484 .000388 .001517 .004435
21.0 .001385 .003477 .001845 .005570
22.0 . 002414 .0C3S77 .002215 .004402
23.0 .004578 . 000488 .002414 .007718
24.0 .007514 .003810 .003048 . 008804
25.0 .01 1444 .000838 .005501 .010135
24 .0 .017148 .001070 .003847 .0! 1584
27.0 .024128 .001205 .004437 .012452
28.0 .032404 . 001 558 .004800 .013855
28.0 .042527 .001448 .005350 .015035
SO.O .055771 .001585 .005780 .014155
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
LOAD OUTER INNER (28
)
INNERI55) INNER ( 42
)
20.0 . 000484 .000015 . 000085 . 000S40
21.0 .001 383 .000018 .000108 .000454
22 .0 .002414 .000025 .000134 . 000548
23.0 .304578 .000031 .000148 000484
24.0 .007514 .000057 .000205 .030834
25.0 .01 1444 .000045 .000242 .000*84
24 .0 .017148 .000052 .000285 .001 142
27.0 . 024128 .000040 .000325 .001305
28 .3 .032404 . 000048 .000347 .001448
28.0 .042527 .000077 .000410 .001 428
30.0 .053771 .000085 .000451 .00 1 785
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C. • 55 A . . 7
61
INMERI2I) INNERI3S) INNERU;)
;o . o . 003484 .000000 , 333003 .00001*
21.0 .0013*3 .300001 .000004 .000024
22.0 .0024! 4 . 000001 . 000004 .033033
:: . o . 004578 .000001 . 333007 . 080043
24.0 .0075 14 .000301 .33000* .000053
:s o . 01 14 .. .330031 .03001
1
. 8388.5
:t .3 .01714* . 333032 . 300314 .300077
:; o .024128 30*002 .00001
4
OOC3*0
:s . 3 .332434 .003032 . 0CO81 383 134
:» 3 .042527 . 00»„3S .0:3021 . 0331 1 7
50.0 0517 71 . OCOOOS .300324 . OJBt 31
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C 35 A • 8
LOAD OUTER INN-R I ;8
)
I NNE R l 5 5 ) Injur (4; ]
:o . 3 003484 .300000 .333000 300001
:i .0 .001393 .000300 .000000 . 03333 1
::
.
j . 3024 .4 .033333 330000 .030031
:i .3 . 30*578 . 330033 000033 . 33000:
24 .3 .007514 . 333300 . 033833 . 338332
:s . 3 011444 .330000 . 383833 . 300033
:» o .01714 J .300000 . 333333 .330 034
2 7.0 .024128 . 000000 .830001 . 000034
:s 3 .332434 .300000 . 000001 . 300035
:*
. s .34:527 . 530030 .330331 . 303084
SO. 3 .355 77 1 .500300 .083331 . 383087
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR 1: • 35 a • »
LOAD OUTER INNER i:j ) 1NMER155 ) inkeru: )
IS .0 .000004 .003000 .333380 . 300833
14.3
. 000315 .330330 . 300333 .330800
17.3 .000047 .300300 .833330 .000033
18 .3 .000127 .030030 .000000 .000000
If .0 .000510 . 003300 .000300 .003338
20.0 . 333484 . 003000 .000000 .000080
21 .0 .0013*3 .000030 .000000 .038330
22 3 .002414 .333330 .008000 .388000
2S.0 .304578 . 030000 .000000 .383800
24 . 3 .007514 .300030 .000000 .333000
2s.o .01 1444 .300000 .000000 .000000
24.0 .01714* .030000 .000000
. 330883
27.0 .024 i;s . 3C3000 .830000 . 000000
28.0 .352r04 .000000 .000000 .000000
2*.0 .04:527 .000000 .000000
. 000000
50.0 .053771 .000300 .000000 .000000
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 40 A 4
LOAO OUTER INXERC8J INHERI55 ) INNER (42
)
:s .o .30141 | .315125 . 333038 . 047233
24 . 3 .0024*7 .014724 .834434 .07341*
27.3 .3041 70 .0145*5 .3432*8 .38010:
28 3 . 304435 .318135 .34433* . 08 4 5 78
21 • .00**71 .31*838 .347780 .0*2*47
58
. 3 .31443* .321547 . 851470 .0**1*2
51.3




.058512 . 1 108 7*
55.3 .034844 .0244*7 .041 788 . 1 14258
54.3 .344032 .027**3 . 344844 . 12122*
Si .0 .054144 .02*3*7 .347731 . 125840
OUTER INNER128) INNERIS5) INNERU:)
25 . .03141 1 . 00 010 .005758 .010715
24 .0 . 8324*7 .001181 .004551 .012271
27 . .8041 70 .001 S4* .004*47 .013*20
28 .0 .004405 .001548 .005458 .015437
2* .00**71 00 . 774 .004333 .01 7598
50 . 01443* .00 .*»0 .00734: .31*175
31 .02031 7 .002204 .007752 .0:0*57
52 3 . 334858 .3024:1 .058154 .0224.5
:; 3 03-ao-. .002452 .33*114 .02-521
34 3 . 0»4052 .03:8 34 .38* 7*: 3 2 5 * 1 4
35 .054244 .335050 .0.8414 .32 7414
BLOCKING PRCBA81LI TIES FOfl C
outer innercsi inn^rus) iNNtRi42i
20 . 388328 .000015 .000384 338544
21 . .53007: 300033 .000111 . 830445
22 .0 . 3001 70 . 0083:4 .000141 .308584
23 .0 . 300571 . 300852 .000177 .330728
:4 . 3 . 333748 . 338343 .038220 .0308*3
25 . 3 . 3814 1 1 . 308850 .30024* .381381
: 4 .8 .38:4*7 .033341 .300524 .0012*2
27 . 384170 .000073 . 030384 .001525
:a . 3 . 004485 .000084 . 088454 .381777
21 .3 ,08*»7l .800101 .038524 .802344
30 8 .31440* .0001 14 .00343: .002521
Jl 8 .8:0017 . 3001 32 .330480 .002405
52 3 .8:4858 . 000148 .0007S* . 30288*
35 3 . 034844 .000144 .008837 .00514*
34 3 .344352 .0-017* .800*13 .003442
35 . 354:44 .0301*4 .303*87 .003705
BLOCKING PROBABILI TIE.'. FG* C • 40 A . 7
LOAD OUTER 1NNEI128) INNERMS) INNERI42)
20 .0 .000028 .030000 .880005 .0088:0
21 .0 .000072 .000001 .080835 .3303:7
22 .0 .3001 70 . 000001 .008834 . 300835
25 .0 . 330571 .000831 .88030* .000044
24 .0 .830748 .800001 .008810 .00005*
25 .0 .331411 .008002 . 3OO01S .300074
24 .0 .332417 .800002 .000017 .0000*3
27 .0 .8841 70 .000005 .000021 .0001 IS
28 .0 .384485 .000003 .0000:5 .000154
2* .80**71 .000004 .000838 . 000142
30 3 . 81440* .000005 .000055 .00818*
31 .02301 7 .030885 .300040 .00021 7
52 3 .324838 . 003804 . 000344 . 333:45
S3. . 354844 .300007 .oooas: .000:74
34. .044052 .000008 .838357 .030505
35. .054:44 . 383888 .388343 .333551
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FO* C
OUTER INNERCB) IN>«R(55) IN)<ER(42)
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOB C • 40
20 .0 . 388828 . 383383 .003838 . 083831
2 1 . . 300072 .383800 .803338 . 380001
22 . .0001 70 .( 30000 . 888803 . 00330:
25 .000571 .000000 . 838380 . 80338:
24 .0 .000748 . 388300 . 000883 . 303003
25 .0 .00141
1
. 800000 . 888333 .000304
34 .0 .0024*7 .000000 .000381 . 008335
27 3 .0041 73 .000880 .800001 . 300334
62
:i.o . 006405 . 000990 .900001 .000008
;* o .995*71 . 090030 . 000001 . 00000*
33 . 9 .01440* . 000000 . 000001 .00001 1
SI .0 .0:0017 .000300 . 000002 .000013
s: .0 :;.a 38 .000099 .000002 .00001s
ss.o . ::.!•. . 999990 .000002 .00001
7
5- 9 . 04433: . 000030 .000003 .00901*
is . o . oj»:i<. . 000333 900003 . 9000:i
BLOCKING psobabili ties for c : . 40 a *
LOAD 0U1ER I nn£ r t ; 8 ) INNER (35) I NNE R 1 V 2 )
:o o . oooo:s 000000 000009 . 000300
:; o .00007: . 003000 . 990000 .000000
:: 3 o:o i 70 - 900030 .300030 . 00C030
:j.o . 0OC371 .030000 OOOOOO . 990009
24 o .000 748 . JCCC 00 . 300000 . OOOOOO
:s.o .301411 . 300300 .000000 .000000
:*.o . oo:-*7 . 000C30 . 003C00 .090000
:7
.
o .0041 70 . 030303 .000030 . OOOOOO
:e.o .004405 .3303C0 .000000 .000300
2» 9 .00*971 .003333 .300000 .000000
33.0 .01440* .300000 . OOOOOO .990000
513 . o:ooi 7 .000000 .000300 .000001
s: .3 . 0:s838 .000000 .000000 .000001
SJ.O .034364 .000000 .000000 .000001
J« .9 .044032 .300339 .000009 .000001
35.0 .054:44 .300000 .330990 .000001
PROBABILITIES FOR CBLOCKING 45 A • 4
LOAD OUTER 1NKERC8 ) INNERI3S) IWNERI421
:b .3 .0007(7 .018530 .0448(8 .0878S4
:».o . 30136* . ::04** . 04*0*1 .9*4*;*
50 .3 . oo:::o .o::s45 .053353 . io:os>
SI .9 .003744 .0:444* .OS 7 7 08 . 10*188
s: 9 .0057 75 . o:»7j: . 0»:084 .11*253
5S.9 .00854* .0:3*48 .044432 .123134
34.0 .312171 .osio*: .070708 .::**:i
SS.O .014742 .0S3l*8 .074844 . 1343**
St.
9
.0:2:10 .03S:44 .078843 . 142548
S7 .9 . 3:88)0 .037210 .082470 . 148388
SB .9 .036458 .03*080 .084:42 .153833
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOH C • 45
LOAD OUTER INNER C8) INNER13S) INNER A :
1
:8 . . 000747 .001435 .005842 .014105
:* .9 .00134* .991881 .004454 .018127
30 . .oo:s;o .992148 .007520 .020254
31 .003744 .002432 .008435 .022474
j: .005775 .00:7:2 .00*387 .024755
s: . 008544 .00S043 .010544 .027071
34 .012171 .003341 .011358 .02*3*5
35 .014742 .003481 .012350 .0314*4
34 .0 .o:::io .994990 .313328 .033*42
37 . 0:88*0 .904313 .014:82 .0341 15
38 .034458 .004414 .015201 .0381*:
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES 'OR C • 45 A • 4





.002320 .900130 . 00044* .00:545
31 .0 .003744 .00015: .000774 .002)2*
s: .0 .005775 .000174 . 0008*1 .003331
ss .0 .008544 .000202 .001013 .003754
34 .0 .012171 .00022* .001 140 .00a 1*5
35 .0 .014742 .000:54 .001270 . 00444 1
34 .
. 022310 .000:04 .001491 005087
37 . 0:88*9 .00031: ooiss: .0055:8
58 . 036454 090349 .901460 .005*58
BLOCKING PROBABILl T IES FOR C • 45 A • 7






:8 .000747 999904 0000:? .000148
:* 9 3013.* . 0OOC34 000014 .300180
so .00:3:0 .000005 . 30004) ::.. 14
31 . .003744 .000007 00034* .000257
3: .005775 . 300008 . 000058 .00030:
33.
. 038544 .OC )00* .000067 .000550
34 . .91: 1 71 .00901
1
. OOOC77 .030-01
35. .914742 . 303012 .003388 .000454
34. .022310 .000014 . 0930** . 300538
57. .028.8*0 .003015 . 0001 10 .300562
58 .034-58 .00301 7 000i:i .300616
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • -5 A.J
LOAO OUTER INNERC8) InNERiSS) INWER142)
28 . .000747 . 000000 000001 .000038
2J .0 .00136* .000000 . 300001 .30001 1
50 .0 .002320 . 900000 .00000: .00001
3
31 .0 .003744 . 000000 . 00000: .000014
5; 3 .005775 . 000900 . 900003 .0000:0
33 038544 .000000 . 00009S .0000:3
3- 3 .012171 .000000 .900004 .0000:7
SS 3 .014742 .000000 .000304 .000031
54 3 .022310 .OOOOOO .000035 .000034
37 .0:88*0 .000001 . 000006 .000049
58 .034458 . 00COOI .000006 . 99C045
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
LOAO OUTER INNER128) ;nn£r( 35 > INNERI42 J
:a .0 .000767 .000009 .000000 .000000
:* .0 .001 34* .000000 .000039 .000030
30 . .oo:s:o .003000 .990000 .000001
31 .0 .003744 .003000 .000000 .000001
s: .0 .005775 .030300 .300000 .003001
33 .0 .008544 .003000 .000000 .000991
54 .0 .012171 .003000 . 300000 .000091
35 3 .016742 .003000 .099999 . 090002
56 .022310 .003000 . 303000 33000:
37 . o:&8*o .003000 .300000 .00000:
38 . 334458 .000000 .000000 .00000:
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOB C 45
OUTER INNERC8) INNERISS) INVERI42J
:8.0 .000747 .0000*2 .000482 .001871
2*0 .00134* .000110 .000570 .0021*2
:s .00074? .000000 .390000 .000000
2* .0 .00134* .OOOOOO .000000 .OOOOOO
30 .0 .oo:s:o .000000 .999930 .999999
31 .0 .003744 .003000 . 000030 .090000
32 .0 . 005775 . 000090 . 090000 .000000
33 .0 . 0O8544 .000000 .099900 .999000
63
s«.o .012171 .000000 .000000 .000300
:s .0 .014742 . 000000 . OOOOOO .000000
«.
a
.022110 .000000 . OOOOOO .000000
w.o .026(10 .000000 .900000 .000000
is.o .054458 . 000000 . OOOOOO .000000





LC-0 OUTER : INNER (42 1
52 .0 .000754 . 002525 .0096.9 .025J12
::
. o .00.294 .005 IS] .0107.5 .027915
!4
. 3 .00:1:1 .0055.5 01 1940 .050419
:s o 00 i 1 1 J .005944 0151.5 . oj 5>-o;
it . .00505* .004591 .014450 .05*258
s 7 . o .0075:5 .0043:6 . 0157:0 . 059C99
:s 3 .0105:8 . 005249 17 2 5 .041 »15
SJ.O .014095
. 0057 14 .0185:2 .044775
-a . o 0184)1 .009158 .01 9604 .047550
-1 o:4i4i .00.594 . 020855 05019*
<: .o .050451 .007018 . 0220*4 .052751
BLOCK I KG PRCBiBlLl'•IES FOB C . 50 « • i




jj. a .001294 .000217 . 001078 .0059*2
54.0 .002121 . 000:50 .001256 .004497
is .a .00535J . 0OO287 . 001404 .0050*7
s< . o . 005054 .0005:4 .001587 .0056*7
57.0 .007555 .0005.8 .00177* .00*290
:a . a .0105:4 .00041 1 .001972 .00*929
59.0 .014045 . 000454 .002172 .00757*
40. .018491 .000501 .002574 .008225
4 1.0 .o:4i4j .000546 .002575 .0088*2
41.0 .050451 .000591 .002772 .009487
BLOCKING PROBaBILIT IES FOR C • 50 * . 7
OUTER INNER12S) Inn£R(3S) INNERI42)
52 .0 .000754 000008 .0000*2 .000321
55 .0 .001294 .000010 .000074 .000580
54 .0 .002121 .000012 .000087 .00044*
55 .0 .005355 .000014 .000102 .000518
5* .0 .00505* .00001
7
.0001 18 .000595
57 .0 .007335 .000019 .00013* .000478
58 .0 .010328 .0000:2 .0001S4 . 0007.5
59 . .014095 .0000:5 .000173 .000855
40
. .018.91 .0000:8 .000193 .000947
41 .0 .024143 .000031 .000213 .001040
42 .0 .030451 .000034 .000232 .001 131
blocking PROBABILITIES FOR C • 50 A • •
L0*0 OUTER INNER (28
1
IN)^£R(35) INNERI42 )
5; .000754 .000000 .000003 .000021
55. .001294 .000000 .000004 .00002*
54. .002121 . 000000 .000004 .000032
55. .005553 .000001 .000005 .000058
5*. .00503* . 000001 .00000* .000045
37. .007355 .000001 .000007 .000052
58. .010528 .000001 .000009 .0000*0
59 . .014095 .000001 .000010 .0000*8
40. .018*91 .000001 .00001 1 .000077
41 . .0:414] .000001 .000013 .00008*
«2.0 .050451 .000001 .000014 .000095
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FG* C • 50 A • 9
LOAD OUTER 1NNERC8) INNERISS ) INNER142
)
52.0 .000754 .000000 . 000000 .000001
53 .001294 .000000 OOOOOO .000001
54 .0 .00:i:i .000000 . 000000 000002
55 .0 .00555) . OOOOOO . 000000 .000002
36 .0 00505* OOOOOO . 000.00 .000003
37.0 .007555 .000000 . 000000 . 000105
38 .0103:8 .000000 000000 . 000004
59 .014C95 .000000 OOOOOO . 000004
40 .0 .018*91 . OOOOOO . 000000 . 000005
4 1.0 .02414] .OOOOOO .000001 .000005
42 .0 . 050451 OOOOOO . 000001 .00000*
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
OUTER 1NNESC8) 1NNER155) INf.£R(42:
52.0 .000754 .000000 .000000 .000000
55 .001294 .000000 . ooocoo . 000300
54.0 .002121 .000000 .000000 .000033
55.0 .003333 .000000 .000000 . OOOOOO
5«.0 .00503* .000000 .000000 .000000
57.0 .007335 . 300000 .030000 .000000
38.0 .010328 .000000 .000000 .000000
39.0 .014095 .000000 .000000 .003000
40.0 018*91 .300000 . 000000 .000000
41.0 .024143 .000000 000000 . OOOOOO
42.0 .050451 .000000 .000000 . OOOOOO





40 . .000*79 .00*7*4 .021 187 .050580
41.0 .001101 .00740* .0229** .054240
42.0 .001722 .008078 .024804 .057970
43.0 .002*04 .00877* .026690 .0*1750
44 .0 .005818 .009495 .028*13 .0*5554
45.0 .005454 .010230 .05055* .0*955*
4..0 .007522 .010974 .032505 .075128
47.0 .01014* .011721 .034443 .07*841
48.0 .01335* .0124*5 .03*355 .080-*7
49.0 .017190 . 1 3 1 98 .038225 . 085983
50.0 .0219.8 .013915 .040039 . 387 5*4
51.0 .02*794 .014*10 .041 787 . 090599
52.0 .032554 .015280 .0-.3-.58 .095.68
53.0 .038919 .015920 .04504* . 09*545
54.0 .045849 .01*529 .04*547 . 099287
55.0 .053294 .017104 .047959 .101831
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FO* C «0
OUTER INNER128 1 INNER! 55 1 IMNERI
.000*79 .000579 .002493 .009147
.001 101 .000*52 .005005 .010103
.001722 .000730 .005557 .011109
.002*04 .300814 .005*87 .312158
.003818 .000902 .004054 .013244
.005434 .000994 .004453 .014357
.007522 .001089 .004825 .015490
.01014* .001 187 .005219 .014.50
.0)335* .001285 .005418 .0177*7
64
<.*
. .0171*0 001384 004015 .0188*1
50 . . o:u»« . oo i c» j . 00*404 .01**92
51 .0 .02*7*4 .00157* 301/10 .0:104;
52 9 .05:554 .001474 .007141 .0:20*4
55 . ore » i
»
001/45 .0075:0 .o::o8:
5- .04584* .00185} 0078. J .0240:3
55 .oi::»4 .001*57 30818* .0:011
SlCCKInC PRGB-8IL IT 1ES FOR C
-£»i:8) innercsi inneri»;i
40 .0 .000.7* .000034
- 000:3: .001 1 15
41 .0 .001 101 .00003* .000:44 .001247
4; .0 .001 ?:: .000045 .000303 .001432
4J .
:
JOZcCi . 13005: . goo:- : .OOUO*
44 .00:3 18 .000058 . 000:94 .001 7*7
45 005434 .0000.4
. 000432 .001**4
4> . . 0075:: .000073 . 000480 .co:i*»
47 . 1 1 4 4 . C00081 .00052* .00:40*
-a 01 ::54 . 0000*0 .000580 .oo:>:3
4* 17 1*0 .0000*8 .000431 .oo:a:a
SO. O: . 448 .000104 . 00048: .0030s:
51 .0:.7*4 0001 15 .000735 .003:44
52. .0J:554 .0001:3 .000783 .003470
5! J'.i'll .000131 .0008 32 .005471
5- .04584* .00013* .00087* .005844
55 .05i:*4 .000147 .000*24 .0040-*
BLOCKiNC PROBaBILIT IES FOR C
LCAD OUTER !N\CRCS ) INNER (55) INNERI42 )
40.0 .00047* .000001 .000014 . 0000*7
41.0 .001 101 .000002 .000017 .0001 ) 5
42.0 .001 7:: .000002 .000020 .000151
45.0
. 002.04 .000002 .000025 .000151
44.0 .003818 .000005 .000024 .000175
45.0 .005434 .000005 .000050 .0001*4
44.0 .007522 .000004 .000054 .000220
47.0 . 0.01.4 .000004 .000038 . 300244
4t.S .015354 .000005 .000045 .000272
4t .0 .0171*0 . 000005 .000047 .0002**
50.0 . 0:144a .000005 .000052 .000527
51.0 .0247*4 .000004 .000054 .000554
52.0 .032554 .000004 .000041 .000581
55.0 .058*1* .000007 .000045 .000407
54.0 .04584* .000007 .00004* .000455
55.0 .0552*4 .oooooa .000075 .000458







41.0 .001101 .000000 .000001 .000008
42.0 .001722 .000000 .000001 .00000*
45.0 .00:404 . 000000 .000001 .00001 1
44 .0 .005818 .000000 .000001 .00001:
45.0 .005434 . 300000 .000002 .000014
44.0 .007522 .000000 .000002 .000014
47.0 .010144 .000000 .000002 .00001*
48.0 .015554 .000000 .000002 .0000:1
4».0 .0171*0 .000000 .000005 .0000:5
50. .021448 .000000 .000005 .0000:4
51.0 .0247*4 .000000 .000005 .000028
52.0 . 052554 . 000000 . 000005 .000051
55.0 .058*1* .000000 .000004 .000055
54.0 .045841 .000000 .000004 .030054
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOB C . 40
LOAD OUTER INNER! :s
)
INNER! 55 1 INNERI421
40 .00047* .oooroo . 000000 000000
41 .0 .001 101 . 000.00 .000000 . ooooco
4: .0 .00 1 713 ooocoo .000000 . 300000
45 .0 .00:404 000' 00 . 300000 .00000!
44 3 .005818 .ocoroo .iooooo . 003031
45 .0 .005454 .ooocoo . 000000 .003031
44 .0 .0075:2 ooocoo . ooocoo .OOOuCl
47 . 01014. .000000 .coocco .000031
48 3 .015354 . 000000 .000000 .000301
4* 017 140 . 000000 . 000000 . 000001
50 .021*48 . 000000 .000000 .30000:
51 .0:47*4 .000000 . 000000 .00033:
5: .03:554 . 000000 .000000 .30000:
5 5 3 .058*1* .000000 .000000 . ooooo:
54. 3 .0458-* .000000 . 000000 .ooooo;
55. 3 .oss:*4 .000000 .000030 . 30003:
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • »0
OUTER INN£R(28) INNERISS) IN*lE»<42)
40 .0 .00047* .000000 000000 . 000000
41 .0 0O11O1 . 000000 .000000 . 000000
42 .001722 .000000 .300000 .000000
45 . .002404 .000000 .000000 .000000
44
.0 .303818 .000000 .000000 .330000
45 . .005454 .000030 . 300030 .000030
44 .0 .307522 .000000 . 000300 . 300030
47 . .010144 . 000000 .000000 . 000000
48 .0 .015554 .000000 .000030 .000000
4* 3 .0171*0 .000000 .300000 . 300300
50 .021448 .00! 300 .000000 . ooocoo
51 .0247*4 .300000 . 000000 . ooocoo
52 .052554 .000000 .000000 .000030
53 .058*1* .000000 .000000 .330000
54, .04584* .000000 .000000 .000000
55 .0552*4 .000000 .000000 .300000
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
LOAD OUTEA INNER12I
)
INNER I 55) INHER142 1
50 .0 .001548 .015217 .045014 . 0*2348
51 .0 .002014 .014257 .045527 .0*4854
5: .0 .002895 .317518 . 048347 .13113*
55 . .304054 .0185*7 . 05041* .1057*5
54 .0 .0055>.S .0i»48S .055 148 .1101**
55 .0 .007417 .020575 0554** .114528
54 .00*714 .021440 .3581'4 . 118757
57 .012474 .022755 .040.5* .122845
58 .015725 .025785 .04501* .1248 31
5* .01*478 .024811 .045521 . 15045*
40 .025744 .025805 .047554 . 154274
41 .028517 .024741 .04*454 . 157728
42. 9 .05577* .027477 . 07)44* . 140**4
45 .05*504 .028550 .075578 . 144048
44. .045448 .02*378 .07557* .144*55
45 .052227 .050140 .077072 .14*451
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FCR C • 70 A . 4
LOaO OUTER INNER(281 IHNERI55) I*H£R!42)
65
SO . ooi Sta .001 705 . 307205 .022015
SI .3 .00231 t 00 IStO .007805 .025(1*
s:.o 0028*5 .002024 .00*425 .0252(2
S5.0 . 00-054 . 002 1 *4 .00*0(2 . 02031
54 .0055*5 .002570 .00*712 .02*t 17
SS .00741
7
. 00254* .010570 .05050*
St .00(7)4 . 3027 JO .011051 .051**2
57.0 . ai:-7. . 002' 11 . 01 1(*0 055tS7
id 3 0157;: .3013*5 .312542 . o : s ; * i
S».0 0I»478 0312 72 . 012*82 .351584
(0.0 . o: j?-4 . 305447 .015*07 . 05842*
• 1.0 023S.7 001*19 .314215 .05**15
»: o ,03377* .305784 .0147*( .04,55.
S3 05«S0( .035*44 .015555 . 0-21*1
t< . j . 04Si.8 . 0040*7 31538* .045*77
»S . 3 .:s:.:7 . 30-245 .31 t5*4 . 3-51*2
B-OCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C 70 A . 7
lCaO OUTER INNER!28) INNERI35) INNERI42 )
SO .3 . ooists . 30012* . 00081
1
.305545
51.0 .0920 li .000144 . 0008** .0058*0
s: . 3 . 302a*s .0001 to .000**0 .0042S5
S5.0 .304354 .0001 77 .0010*7 .00x51
54.0 .035545 .000 1 *4 .001 1*7 . 005020
SS .0 .037417 .00021 5 .0012*0 .005-18
54.0 .00*714 .000251 .0015*( .005821
57 .0 .012474 . 000250 .301505 .004227
S8 .0 .015725 .000270 .301(10 .00l»5t
S» . 3 .01*478 . 30028* .001717 .007051
(0 . 3 .025744 . 000508 . 301*22 . 007424
(1.0 .328517 .000527 . 301*2( .007807
.2 .3 .35577* . 300545 . 33232 1 .00*1 7*
»: . 3 .03*504 .ooosts .002124 .00855t
(4.0 . C45tta . 300580 .00221* .00887*
sS .3 .352227 .3005*7 .002507 30*. 0.
BLOCKING 'RCSABIL ITIES FOR C • 70 A • *
LOAO OUTER INNER(2S) I^WERCS) INNER 142 1
50.0 00154* .000007 .0000(5 .00040*
SI .0 00201 t . oooooa .000074 .000453
52.3 .0028*5 .00000* .000083 .ooos.-s
55.3 . 0040S4 .000010 .0000*3 .0005.
i
5<.0 .00SS45 .00001 1 .000103 .900(20




30*7 14 .000014 300125 .000745








325744 .000020 0001 72 .001001
t I .3 .328517 .000021 300135 . 0010(5
t: o .0157 7* . 300022 0001*5 .031 127
t : . o . 35*SOt .000024 30020t .001 188
a . 3 045..8 .300025 000217 .00124(
IS. .052227 . 30302 t 000227 .001302
BLOCKING PROflABJL TIES FOR C . 70 A • »
LOAD OUTER nn£R(28) INNER! 55) INNERC42 1




s: o . 0028*5 .000030 330005 .0000-5
SJ.0 .004054 .000000 ooooot . 000050
54. .0055-5 .300001 000007 .000057
55.0 .0074 1 7 .000001 .000007 .000043
5(0 .001714 .000001 .00000* .000070
57.0 .012474 . 000001 .00000* .000077
58.0 .015725 .000001 . 000010 .000084
5*0 .01*4/* .000001 .000011 .0000*2




(2 . 3 .0557 7* . 00000
1
. 0300 14 .030111
(5 . 3 . 05*SOt .000001 .000015 . 000121
t- 3 .045..
8
.033001 . 000014 . 300127
ts .052227 .000001 . 000017 .0031 54
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOB c • 75 a ' 10
LOAD OUTER INNER128 ) INNER(SS) INNER I 42
)




52.0 .002**5 .000000 .000000 .000003
S3.0 .004054 .000000 .oooooo .000003
S4.0 .ooss-s . oooooo . oooooo .000304
55.0 00741 7 .000000 .300030 .300004
St 3 .00*714 .000000 .030000 .000005
57 .0 .012474
. oooooo . oooooo .000004
58.0 .015723 .00C300 .000031 . 300004
5».0 .01*478 .oc ooo .000001 .000007
tO .0 .023744 . oooooo .000001 . 300007
t 1 . .02851
7
.000000 .000001 .000008
(2 .0 .03377* .30C000 .000001 .00000*
(5.0 .05*504 .000000 .000001 .00000*
(4.0 ,04544* .003000 . 300001 . 000010
(5.0 .052227 .000000 .003301 . 000010
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR : • 70 * 11




50.0 .001548 .000000 .030000 .000000
51.0 .002014 .000000 .030000 .000030
52.0 .0028*5 .000000 .000000 .oooooo
53.0 .0040S4 .000000 .000000 . 300000




5(.0 .00*714 .000000 .000000 .030000
57.0 .012474 .oooooo .000300 . oooooo
58.0 .015723 .300000 .000000 .000030
5>.0 .01*478 .000000 .000000 .000000
(0.0 .023744 .000000 . oooooo .300000
(1.0 .0285 17 .oooooo .003000 .000000
.2.0 .03377* .300303 .000000 . OOOOOl
(3.0 . 03*504 .oooooo .000000 . OOOOOl
(4 .0 .0454.8 .000000 .000000 . OOOOOl
(5.0 .052227 .000000 .000000 .000001
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 80 A t
LOAD OUTER INN£R!2«) INNER! 35
)
INNER! 42 )
(0 . .0321** .003*22 .01513* .041355
(1.0 . 005043 .0041** . 314081 . 044050
(2 .0 .004124 .004483 .017054 .04*275
(5.0 .005-85 .004773 .018001 . 048501
(4 .0 .03715* .005044 .018*70 .050713
(5.0 .00*174 .005340 .01**55 .052*01
tt .0 .011570 .005454 .0208*2 .055051
(7.0 .01435* .005*45 .021855 .057153
(* .0 .017557 .004252 .022*5* .05*1*4
(»0 .021 172 . OOtSI. .025457 .011171

















BLOCKING PPCBA5ILITIES FOB C • 80 A . 7
LOAD OUTER INNER128) 1NNER1S5) 1NNERU2)
to
. .0021** . 3005t* .0021 15 008-8!
1
1
.0 .003043 .000.32 .0023 10 .20*103
42 . .004124 .00045; .0024*1 .00*738
t5 .0 •00548S 000472 .002*77 010585
44 . 0071S8 . 03050* . 032844 0! 1CS*
.S .00*1 74 .00054* .003057 01 1**7
i. .011570 .000584 .003250 012352
47 .014558 . 300*22 . 303442 015003
48 .01 755 7 . 30045* .003433 013443
t* .021171 . 3004*4 .003820 014271
70 .024203 .0007 3 3 . 004C04 14882
71 a .02*440 .0007** .004183 015475
72 .0344>8 .000804 .004354 0U045
73 : 05*»»a .300837 .004523 0U5*O
74 .045214 .ooos;o .004*84 017112
75
. 051078 . 000*01 .004837 017410
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
LOAO OUTER 1NNERI28 ) INN£R.(55) INNERI42)
40 . .0021 ** .000025 .000215 .001212
41 .0 .005043 .000028 .000255 . 001 324
42 .004 124 .000051 .000257 .00144)
43 .005485 . 300053
. 000281 .001545
44 .007158 .000037 .000505 .001*87
45 .00*1 74 .000040 . OOC^SO .001814
44 .01 1570 .000043 .000554 .001*43
47 .014358 .000044 .000581 .002072
48 .017557 . 330050 . 30C407 .002201
4* .021172 .000053 .000432 .002328
70 .025203 .000054 000458 .002453
71 .02*440 .00005* . 000482 .002574
72 .034448 .0000*3 .000504 .0024*5
73 .05*4*8 .0000*4 .000530 .00231 1
74 .045214 .00004* .000553 .002*22
75 .051078 .000072 .000575 .005028
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
OUTER |NN£R(28) INN£R(55) INNERI42)
to .0021** .000001 .000014 . 000128
41 .005043 . 000001 .000018 .000142
*: .004124 .000002 .000020 .000157
t 5 .005485 .000002 .000022 .0001 73
44 .007158 .000002 .000024 .00018*
*5 .00*1 74 .030002 .030024 .000204
44 .011570 .000002 .00002* .000224
47 .014358 .000003 .000031 .000241
48 3 .017557 .000003 .000054 .00025*
t * .021172 .000003 .000054 .000277
70 .025203 . 000003 .00005* .0002*4
71 .02*440 .000003 .000041 .000312
72 .0344*8 .000004 .000043 .00032*
73 .03*4*8 .300004 .000044 .000544
74 .045214 .000004 .000048 .000542
75 .051078 .000004 .000050 .00057?
BLOCKING PROBAI1LJTUS fOU C • 80 A • 10
LOAD OUTER IN«:Rl2a> INNER135) i nul a i 42
)
to.o . 0021** .000000 .000001 .000010
41.0 .005045 .000000 . OOOOOl
. 000012
42 .0 .004124 .000000 .000001 .00001 5
45.0 . 005485 .000000 OOOOOl .000015
44 .007158 .000300 000001 .oooo:
*
»5 .00*1 7k .000000 GCO002
. 3000 18
>» .0 011573 . 000030 0O00C2 00C020
47.0 .014558 .000000 C00002 .000021
48 .0 .01 7557 .000000 000002 .000025
4* .021172 .000000 000002 .000025
70 .025203 .000000 000002 .00002 7
71.0 .02*440 .000000 000035 .03002*
72 .0 .0344*8 .000000 300005 .000050
75 .05*4*8 .000000 000005 . 000052
74.0 .045214 .000000 000005 .000054
75.0 .051078 .000000 000005 00005*
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 80 A 1 1
OUTER INNERI28) Inn£R(55I INNER142)
40.0 .3021** .000000 . oooooo . OOOOOl
41.0 . 005043 .000000 .000000 . OOOCOI
42.0 .004124 .000000 .000000 .000001
43.0 .005485 . 300000 . oooooo .OOOOOl
44. .007158 .000000 . oooooo .000001
45.0 .00*174 . cooooo .300030 .000001
4* .0 .01 1570 .000000 .300000 .000001
• 7.0 . 014358 .000000 .000000 .300001
48 .0 .017557 .000000 .300000 . 000302
4* . .021172 . oooooo .oooooo . 000002
73 .0 .025203 .000000 .000300 .000002
71.0 .02*440 .000000 .oooooo .000002
72.0 .0344*8 .000000 .000000 .000002
75.0 .03*448 .000000 .000000 .000002
74.0 .045214 .000000 .000000 .000002
75.0 .051078 . oooooo .000000 . 300003
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 80 A • 12
LOAD OUTER INNERC2S) INNE.RIS5) INNER142)
40 .0 .0021** .000000 .000000 . oooooo
41 .0 .005043 . OOOOOO .000000 . oooooo
42 .0 .004124 .000000 .000000 .000000
43 .0 .005485 .000000 . 300000 . oooooo
44 .007158 .000000 .000000 . oooooo
45 .00*1 74 .000000 .000000 .000000
44 .011570 .000000 . oooooo . oooooo
47 .014358 .000000 . oooooo . oooooo
48 .017557 .000000 .000003 . 033000
4* .021 172 .030000 .000000 . oooooo
70 .025203 .000000 .000000 .300000
71 .02*440 .000030 .003000 . oooooo
72 .034448 .uooooo .000030 .000000
73 .03*448 .000000 .000000 .000000
74 .045214 .300000 .000000 . 300303
75 .051078 .000000 .000000 .030000






70.0 .0030*2 .007440 .024*82 .047*14
67
71.0 .0040i; .008044 .o:i273 .070400
72.0 .0053:5 .008497 .0:9444 .073:48
n.o . oo4»:o .008950 .050855 .075904
74
. .oc»»o: 00954 J .01:135 .07*50:
75.0 .0104)5 . 0O4794 .03339* .08 1044
7*0 .015114
. o io;:o .014439 .oas5::
77.0 .015874 .010439 .054841 .0859:7
78 . 018980 .01 1049 .057050 .088:51
?>
. a .0::434 .01 1448 .018 1 7: . 0«0487
83.0 0:4:3; 01 1835 .059:75 . 09:4:9
8 1.0 .030545 .oi::o9 .040550 .094475
s:.o .054819 .01:549 .04134; .0944:3
83 .059577 .0i;91 3 .04:307 . 098470
d4 . . i)»4«;o .01 s;4; . 04 5::4 . 1 : 1
9
85.0 .0499:* .015554 .044094 .101871
slocking POCBiBiLITIES *OR C 10 A • 7




70. .00509; .000867 .0044:: .014741
71.0 . 00409; .0009;9 .00-9:0 .017481
7:.o .0055:S .000993 .oo5::5 . : 13. ;9
7J.0 .oo«8;o .001058 .0055:9 .019581
74 . .ocstoi .0011:4 .00585? .0:053;
75.0 .010*95 .001190 .004144 .0;i475
74.0 .015115 .001:54 .004452 .o::4o?
77.0 .015874 .001 3:1 .004755 .0:33:2
78 .0 .018980 .001544 .007053 .0:4:14
79 . .o;:454 .001450 .007544 .0:5085
80.0 .024252 .00151: . 00742S .0:59:7
a; .0 .0505(5 .001573 .007903 .0:4739
s:.o . 054819 .00145: .008148 .0:7518
81.0 .05 95 7? .001489 .0084:3 .0:8:44
a<. .o . 0444:0 .00174J .008448 .0;S9?4
8S.0 . 0449:4 .001794 .00890: .C;9455
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C 90 " A • 8
OUTEA 1NNERC8) INKEJU55) INKER142)
70 .0 .005092 .000070 .000558 .002909
7 1 .0 . 004C9: .000074 .000403 .003121
7; .0 .0055:5 .000083 . 000449 .005338
75 .0 .0048:0 .000089 .000494 .00555*
74 .0 . 008403 .000094 .000744 .003782
75 . .010495 .000102 .000793 .004004
74 . .013115 .000109 .00084: .004230
7? .0 . 015874 .000114 .000890 .004453
'8 .018980 .00Oi:3 .000939 .004473
79 .o;;434 .000130 .000987 .004890
80 .0:4:32 . 000134 .001034 .005101
81 .030345 .000143 .001080 .005304
a: .034819 .000149 .001124 .005505
85 .039577 .000155 .001 148 .005(97
84 .0 . 04.420 .0001 41 .001209 .005882
85 .0 .0499:4 .000147 .001:50 .004059
8L0CKING PROBABILITIES FOR C 90 A 9




70 . .003092 .000004 . 000040 . 000370
71 .0 .004092 . 000005 . 000045 .000403
72 .0 .035325 .000005 .000040 .000437
73 .oo4s:o .000004 .000045 .000472
74 .003405 .000334 .000070 .00050*
75 .0 .010495 .000007 .000075 . 000545
74 .013115 . 000007 .00008 1 .000582
77 .0 .015874 . oooooa
. 0000*4 .0004 II
78 .0 .01*980 00000a .00009: .000455




80 .0 .024252 .000009 .000103 .0007;*
81 .030345 .000010
. 00010* . 00074S
8; .0 .054*19 .000010 .0001 13 .00079*
as .03957? .00001 1 . 0001 1* .000*31
!<
.
044420 00001 1 .0001:3
. 000363
85 .0-9 9:4 00001:
. 00012s .000895
blocking probabilities for c
OufER InkERCS) Inker 1 54 j :t.x£Ri4;j
7 .00309; .000000 .000005
. 000054
7: .0
. 33409: . 300300 .00033.. 000040
7; .0 .3355:5 .030000 003334 .000344
73 .0
. oo.«:o .000003 000005
. 303048
7*
. .008405 .000000 . 300005 .00305:
75 .
. 010495 . 000000 . 300005 . 000:54
74
. .013115 003000 . 000004 . 0C3361
77 .015874 000000 000004 . 0000(5
78 .0 .018980 000000 .000007 .303070
79 .0 .o:;434 . 000300 .300007 . 330074
8C .0:4:3; . 303300 . 30000*
. 003378
81 . .030345 . 000301 .00000* .000085
a:
.
. 054*19 .000 )01 .000009 .000087





85 .0499:4 .000301 .000010 .000099
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
OUTER INKERC8) INKER(3S) !nk£R(421
70 .0 .0O33J2 .000000 .000000 .000005
71.0 .004092 .000000 .000000 .000033
72.0 .005525 .000000 .000000 .000003
75.0 .004820 .000000 . 000000 .000004
74.0 .008403 .000000 .000000 .000004
75.0 .010495 .000000 .030030 .000335
74.0 .013115 .330000 .000000 .000035
77 .0
. 315874 .000033 .000030 .000005
78
. .018980 .000000 .000000 .000004
79.0 .022434 .000000 .000000 .000004
• 0.0 .0:4:32 .300000 -000000 .000007
81.0 .030345 .000000 .000000 . 000007
82 . .034819 .000000 .000001 .000007
85 .0 .05957? .000000 .000001 . 000308
84.0 .044420 .000000 .000301 . 000003
85.0 .044924 .000000 .000001 .300309
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C . 90 A 12





70.0 . 005092 . 000 100 . 000000 . 000000
71.0 .004092 .000 100 . 000030 .000000
7: .0 .0055:5 . OCG 100 .330030 .OGOuOO
73.0 .0048:0 . 000330 . 300000 .000000
74.0 . 008405 .000300 . 000000 .300000
75.0 .010495 . 030000 .000030 . 00O00O
74.0 .015)15 .000000 . 000000 . 000000
77.0 .015874 .000000 .000000 .000000
78 .0 .0189*0 .000000 .000000 .000030
79.0 .o;:434 .000000 . 330000 . 000000
80.0 .0:4:5; . 000000 000000 000000
• 1.0 .030545 .000000 .000000 .cooooo











BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FO» C • 109 A . • 7
LOAD OUTER INNERI28 ) INNER! 35) INNER (42)
eo.o .003992
.
OC 1 7.5 . 308*30 928751
81.0 .505109 .001Bt9 . 009129 .95091*
a: o . 00*449
.001 97] .009580 .051279
85. . C080SO .002079 .010032 .952554
d- . .0398 7J .002 185 . 010-.82 .95377$
85.0 .91 1990 .002290 . 010929 .934997
at .o 014595 .002595 .0115*9 .95*195
s; . o .017093 .o::4?8 .0! :302 .9373*4
88 .0 .929388 .002*00 . 012224 .938500
89.0 .023378 .002t99 012*3* .039*00
*0 .0 .02*95? 002 79* .013035 .049**1
91.0 .030818 .002890 . 013421 .041.81
92 .o .034948 .00298 1 .015792 .042*58
93.0 .039334 .0050*8 .0141*9 .043592
*<.
. .045958 .005152 .014490 .044482
95 .0 .948804 .303253 .01481* .045328
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 100 A • 8
LOAD OUTER !NNER(28
1
INNER! 55) INNER 142 1
89.0 .993992 .0001*7 .001258 .005937
81.0 .005109 .0001 79 .901519 .99*283
82.0 .004449 .000192 001401 .00**32
8! . .008050 .900294 .001484 .00*984
(4.0 .009873 .9992 1 7 .001568 .00733*
8S .0 .91 1999 .900229 .001*55 .007*87
at . o .314395 .000242 .00175* . 308054
87.0 .917093 .000255 .001819 .09857*
88 . .320088 .0002*7 .001991 .008712
89.9 .325578 .000280 .001982 .009040
90 . .021957 .000292 .0020*0 .009559
91.0 .050818 .000505 .002157 .009**8
92.0 .954948 .000515 .902211 .9099*7
9S.0 .039354 .30052* .002212 .010254
94.0 .043958 .000557 .002551 .010550
95.0 .048894 .000347 .0024)1 .010794
BLOCK 1 NO PROBABILITIES FOd C • 100 A • 9




80. .005992 . 000012 .000133 .000895
81.9 .005109 .000015 .000140 .000959
82 .0 .004449 .000014 .000151 .001025
83.9 . 308050 .000015 .0001*1 .001092
8« . .009873 . 00001* . 9901 72 .001 159
85 .011990 . 00001
7
.000183 .091228




8S.0 . 320388 .900020 .00021* 001* 50
89.0 .325578 .000021 .000227 .00149*
90 . .02*957 .000923 .000237 .0015t 1
91.0 .33C8 18 .990024 .000248 .001*24
92.0 .054948 .000025 .000258 .001*85
91.0 .059354 .00002* .0002*8 .001745
94 .0 .043958 . 000027 .000277 .001802
95 .048804 .000028 .000287 .001857
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 100
LOAO OUTER INXRI28) INXERCJ5) INNER142 1
SO.O .001992 .900001 .000010 .000102
81.0 .005109 . 000001 .000011 .0001 1
1
82.0 .00*449 .000001 .000012 .000120
81.0 008010 . 300001 .000013 .000129
84.0 .009873
. 390001 .000014 .000158
85 .01 1990 . 300001 .000015 .000148
8* .0 .014595 . OOOOOI
.
OOOOl 7 .000158





89.0 .023378 .000901 .000020 .00018*
90.3 .02*957 .000301 .03332 1 .00019*
91.0 .0308 18 .300031 .300022 .003205
92.0 .054948 .000001 .000023 .00C2I4
93 9 .059334 . 000002
.
00C034 .000223
94 .0 .043958 .000002 .000025 .000251
95.0 . 348804 . 000002 .00002* .000259
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 100 t • 1 1







81.0 .005109 . oooooo .000001 .000010
• 2.0 .00*449 .000000 . 900001 .00001 1
BS.O .008050 .000000 .000001 .000012
84.0 .009871 .000000 .000001 .00001
5
S5.0 .011990 .000000 .000001 .000014
8* .0 .014395 .000000 .000091 .300015
87.0 .017093 .000000 .000001 .00001*
88.9 .320088 . 300000 .000001 .00001 7
89.0 .025378 . 700330 .000331 . 300018
90.0 .02*957 . 330000 .000001 . 300019
91.0 .050818 . 300000 .000002 . 000020
92.0 . 3.54948 .300000 . 000002 .000021
95.0 .359554 . OOOOOO . 000002 . 000022
94 .9 .043958 . 700000 .000002 .000023
95.9 .048804 . 300000 .000002 .000024
BLOCKING PROBABILI TIES FC* C
«-ER(28>
.000000




LOAO OUTER II INNERI42
)
• 0.0 .003992 .000001
• 1.0 .005109 .000000 .000000 .000001
82.0 .00*449 .000000 .oooooo .000001
• J.O .008030 .000300 . 300030 .000001
• 4.9 . 009873 .oooooo . oooooo . 030001
85.9 .011990 .000000 .000000 .030001
8*.
9
.014595 . oooooo .000330 .090301
87.0 .91 7093 .000000 .000000 .000001
88.0 .020088 .000000 .000000 .099001
89.0 .023378 .000000 .000000 .000001
90.0 .02HS7 .000090 .000000 .000001
91.0 . 5 03 1
8
.000000 .093300 . 000002
92.0 .354948 .000000 . oooooo .000002
93 .039354 .000000 .000000 .000902
94 .9-5958 .030030 000030 . 300032
95.0 . 948304 .000000 .000000 .900002
BLOCKING PROBABILIT 1ES FOR c • 100 A • 13
LOAO OUTER INKER (28 1 INKER13S) INNER (42 J
80.0 .005992 .000000 .000000 .000000
• 1.0 .005109 .000000 .000000 . 003000
• 2.0 .00*449 .000000 . oooooo .000000
69
! 008053 000000 . oooooo .000000
S'. .0 ooi«75 . 9COOO0 .oooooo .000000
8', .0 01 11*0 .000000 .000000 .000000
»0 9 o i «. : 15 . oooooo .000000 .000000
t; 01 7013 .000000 .009000 .000000
68 02008a .000000 .000000 .oooooo
8 > 025578 . oooooo . oooooo .oooooo
to 02*95
;
. 900000 .000000 .000000
> I 13 0!:s ;8 oooooo .000009 .000000
»: a 0S4148 . oooooo .900000 . oooooo
is yilJS . ococco . 090090 . oooooo
»i a : - J , ', a . oooooo . oooooo . ooooco
95 3 .•ji.. .000000 .000000 .000000
SLOCKING PROBABILITIES 'OB C
OUTER InnERCS) INNERISS) INNER(<.2)
100 . 901 181 .00552* .023114 .0*4527
101 . 0025.4 .00577* .023114 .0**501
10: . 9os: i
;
.00*021 .024871 .0*848*
I0S .oo<.o:i 00.28S .0257*4 .070452
194 .0941?! .00*54; .02**52 .072401
105 .00*082 .99o899 .027534 .074328
1 0* . oonu . 907057 .928410 .07*22*
io; .308855 .007314 .02127* .078011
108 .010418 ,097So8 .030121 .07111 7
1 » . o i ; : »
j
.007811 . 0301** .081*11
1 10 9 . IU1« .coao*» .01178* .083433
1 1
1
.01*717 .008308 .05258* .0851 IS
1 12 .011:10 .998545 .0335*5 .08*742
1 1 s 9 021115 .008775 .034111 .9883 12
1 14 9 . 024823 .908111 .034841 . 981825
1 15 .927134 .9912 17 .955553 .911274
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
OUTER INNER(28> Inn£S(5S) !Nx£R<42)
109 .001 191 .000*1* .004451 .017127
101 .0025-- .00075* .034,55 . 018»1S




194 .004171 .000851 .005331 .021022
105 .00*082 .000102 .005572 .021801
10* .0075** .0001*4 .005895 .022575
107 .008835 .000187 .00*038 .023544
108 .010498 .001059 .00*2*1 . 024105
101 .0125*5 .001072 .09*418 .024850
1 10 . 014454 .0011 IS 99*724 .025584
1 1 1 .01*717 .001 15* .00*14* .02*501
1 12 .0 112 :o .001117 .0071*4 .027000
115 .02111] . 901258 .007577 .027*71
1 14 . 024825 .001277 . 007584 .028557
1 15 9 . 027154 . 0013IS .007784 028173
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C
NNE9I5S) 1NNER142)
ICO .001 981 . 0000*5 .000*20 .003*47
101 .002544 .0000*1 .000*51 .003848
102 .003217 . 000074 .000*98 .00.052




105 .00*982 .000088 .000821 . 004*85
10* .0075** .099915 . 0008»4 . 004817
107 .008855 .990018 .00010* .0051 10
108 .010418 .000103 .000141 .005524
101 .0125*3 .000108 .000911 .095555
110 .014434 .0001 1} .001053 . 00574.
111.0 .01*717 .0001 18 .001075 .005150
112.0 .011210 .000121 .001 1 1* .09*155
113.0 .021111 .000128 .001157 .00*551
114.0 .024823 .00013! -CO 1 I 1* .00*544
115.0 .027154 .000117 .001235 .00*752
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOB c • 12s * • 10
LOAO OUTER INNER (2 J 1 INNER! !S
)
I NNt 9 14 2)
100.0 .001181 .000995 .0000** . 009551
101.0 .002544 .009905 .000071 .09959*
102.0 .003217 .099905 .09007* .oco»:s
193.9 ,004021 .99990* .000081 .999*74
104 .0 .904171 .90000* .00008* .3007 14
105 . . 90*982 .000907 .000092 .99975*
10* .0 .9073** .900007 .009017
.
000797
107.0 .098855 .000007 .000105
.
000859
108.0 .010418 .900008 .000101 .99988 1
101 . .0125*3 .000998 .0001 14 . 000924
110.0 .014454 .900009 .900120 .00994*
111.0 .01(717 .000009
. 00012* .901908
112.0 .019210 .099010 .9001 51 .991949
113.9 .021115 .900010 .900157 .001081
114.0 .024823 .000011 .000142 .001 121
1 IS.
9
.027154 .00001 1 .000148 .001 US
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FO« C • 125 A • 11
LOAD OUTER INN£R128) INNERISS ) INNERC42
)
100.0 .001981 .900000 .00000* .0000*7
101.0 .002544 .000000 .00000* .000072
102.0 .005217 . oooooo .00000* .009977
103.0 . 004021 .000000 . 900037 .000085
104.0 .004171 .000990 .000008 .000081
10S.0 .00*082 .000000 .000008 .00909S
10* .0 .0075** .090:50 .000001 .990101
107.0 .008355 .0000 10 .000001 .000107
108.0 .010418 .000090 .009010 .00011!
101.0 .0125*5 .0000)1 .000010 .000111
110.0 .014434 .000001 .00001 1 .00012*
111.0 .01(717 .000001 .00001 1 .900152
112.0 .011210 .000001 .000012 .090158
113.0 .02111! .000001 .000013 .000144
114.0 .024823 .000001 .00001
5
.000150
115.0 .027934 .099001 .000014 .00015*
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOS C • 125 A 12
LOAO OUTER [MNER(28> INNER 15S1 INNERI42)
100. .001181 .000000 .000300 .00090*
101 . .002544 oooooo .000009 . 990007
102 .0 .003217 .009000 . 990000 .990308
103.0 .004021 .000000 .000000 .000908
104 .0 .004971 .000090 . 000001 .000001
105.0 .00*982 .000300 .000001 .999999
10*. .0073k* .000000 .000091 .390010
107 .008855 .000000 . 009001 . 0OOO1 1
108 .0 .010498 .000000 .000001 .000012
101.0 .0125*3 .000000 .000001 .000012
110.0 .014454 .000000 .000001 .00001
5
111.0 .01*717 .990000 .000001 .000014
112.0 .019210 .000000 .000001 .000014
115.0 0219 15 . 009300 .090001 .000015




BLOCKINC > PROBABILITIES FO« C • 125 A • IJ
LOAO OUTER INNER128 ) INNERl 55 ) INXRU2)
100.
. 00I18* .000000 . 000000 .000001
101.0 .002544 .OOOC30 . 000000 .000001
102.0 .005217
. 000000 . 000000 . 00OOO1
l o: .o .004021 o. :o: 3 000000 . 000001
104 .0 .004*71 .000030 oocooo . 000001
105. . oo»c9;
. oocooo .0.0000 .000001
10* 00734. .000000 000000 .000031
107.0 .008855 .oooeco .000000 .000001
103. .oic4«a 0C3303 . oooeco 33333 1
101. .0I2J»J .oooeco ooooco . 000001
110.0 .014-54 .000:00 .000000 .000001
111.0 .0U717 .000000 .000000 .000001
112.0 .01*210 .cooooo . 000000 .000001
115.0 .02U1J .oocooo 000000 . 000001
114.0 . 024823 .0:0:00 .00:300 000001
1 IS. .027*54 . ococoo ocoooo . 000001
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FCA C : • 150 a • 8
LOAO OUTER Inner 1 :» 1 Iw.ERISS) Inner (42 1
125.0 .00JIS2 .002545 .015575 .045504
L24S.0 .005844 .002447 .014058 .044555
127.0 .00444* .002750 .014501 .0477*8
i:a.o .00SS74 .002854 .014144 . 04*052
12* .0 .004(10 . 002*57 . I S - 2 5 .050252
I 50 .0 .007825 .005041 .015882 .051457
I 51 .0 .00*142 .005144 .3.4155 .052442
isr.o .010451 .005244 . 01.782 .053805
135.0 .0122*5 .005547 .017222 .054*44
134.0 .0140*7 .005444 .317454 .05»054
,
155.0 .01 405* .005544 .018077 .057138
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 150 A • *
OUTER INNER128) I»<£R(SS> INnER(42)
125 . .003152 .000312 .002537 .012572
124 .0 .003844 .000527 .002444 .01282*
127 .0 .00444* .000342 .002757 .015287
128 .005574 .000558 .002848 .015745
121 .0 .004450 .000574 . 002*80 .014203
150 .0 .007823 .00058* .0030*2 .014457
131 .0 .00*142 .000435 .003294 .01510*
132. .010451 .000421 .003515 .01555S
135..0 .0122*5 .000437 .005425 .015**4
1 54 . .0143*7 .000452 .035555 .01*424
155. .01405* .000448 .005440 .014850
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • ISO
OUTER INNERI28I InnERUSJ INNERI42)
125 .0 .003152 .00002* .000557 .002541
124 .0 .003844 .000031 .000574 .002458
127 .0 .00444* .000032 .0003*5 .002774
128 .005574 .000054 .000414 .0028*4
12* .0 .004430 .000054 .000453 .003014
153 .007823 .000058 .000452 .003137
151 .00*142 .C0005* 000472 .003257
152. .010451 .000041 .0004*2 .005377
133. .0122*5 .000043 . 00051 1 .0054*4
134.0 .0140*7 .000045
.000530 .003414
135.0 .01405* .000047 .000550 .003750
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 150 A • 11
LOAO OUTER IN4CRI28 ) INH£R( 35 J 1NNERI42
)
125.0 .003152 .000002 .00005* . 000405
124 .0 . 303844 . 000002 .000042 .00C425
127 .0 .0044*.* .000002 .000044 .000447
128 . .005574 .000033 .000044 .0004/0
1:1. .004450 . 900003 00004* .0004*3
130.0 .007823 .030303
. 900052 . 00051 7
151.0 .00*142 .000005 .000054 .300540
132.0 .010451 .000003 .000057 .000544
153 .0122JS .000003 .00005*
. 000587
154.0 .0140*7 . 000003 .0000.2 .00041 1
135.0 . 01405* .000004 .000044 .000454
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR 1: » 150 A . 12
LOAO OUTER INHERITS ) iNNERcSS
)
INNERI42 1
125.0 .003152 .oonooo .000005 .000051
124.0 .003844 .0011300 .000004
. 000054




121.0 .004430 .000000 .030004 .000044
130.0 .007823 33 1030 .000005 .000047
151.0 .00*142 .000000 .000005 .000071
132.0 .010451 .000000 .000005 .000074
133.3 .0122*5 . ocoooo .003005 .000078
154.0 .0140*7 .000000 .000004 .000082
135.0 .01405* .000000 .000004 .000085
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 140 A • »
LOAO OUTER INNER (28 1 INNER135 1 INNERI42 )
135.0 .003407 .000523 .003**3 .0181 14
134.0 .004340 .000544 .004145 .OI81
1J7. .00517* .00054* .0042*7
. I * . 4 7
138.0 .004135 .0005*2 .00444* .01*840
in .a .007213 .000415 .004402 .0204 10
143.0 .008420 .000438 .004754 .020*75
141.0 .00*742 .000441 .004*05 .021552
142.0 .011243 . 000484 .005054 .022082
143.0 .012844 .000707 .005202 .022422
144.0 .014434 .00072* .005347 .023152
145.0 .014547 .000752 .0054*0 .023473
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 140 A • 10
LOAO OUTER INNERI28) INXER15S) INNER 142 1
135.0 .005407 .000054 . 000421 .004 123
'.54.0 .004340 .0C?054 .00144* .09428*
157.0 .0051 7* .00005* . 000478 .004.54
138.0 .004135 .000042 . 000707
.
004424
13*. .007213 . 000045 .000734 .0047*2
140.0 .008420 .000048
. 000744 .00495*
141.0 .00*742 .000071 .0007*5 . 005 124
U2.0 .01 1243 .000073 .000824 .0052*1
143.0 .012844 .000074 . 000853 .005455
144.0 .014434 .00007*
. 000882 .005414
145.0 .014547 .000082 .000*10
. CCS 7 74
71
SLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR C • 140 * • 11
LOO OUTER ink«i:i 1 1NKER135) INNER (42)
i:5.0 . 003407 .000004 .000075 .000723
134.0 .004340 .000005 003071 . 000758
U7 . 0051 71 .000005 .000083 .000713
i:8.0 .0041 35 . 0000 os .000087 .000821
1: V .007213 .000005 000011 . 000845
140.0 . UC8420 .000004 .000014 .00010
1
141.0 .001742 .00300* .030100 . 000137




I4J.0 01 :s»4 .00000* .030108 .00 1001
i'(.: 01^434 .000007 0001 I 3 . OOIO'-S
145.0 .0U547 .00000/ .0001)7 .001C80
B.GCK1NG pioBiSiLi r :es for C • 140 4 • 12




135.0 . CO3»07 .000000 .000007 .000100
13.0 . 004340 .000000 .000008 .000104
1:7.0 - 005 1 7* .000000 .000008 .0001 12
1 : a 3 .004135 .000000 .000001 .0001 17
119.0 .007213 .000000 .300001 .000123
140.0 008420 .000000 .000010 . 000121
141.0 .001742 .000000 .000010 .000135
142 .0 . 01 1243 .000000 . 00001 1 .000141
14J.0 .012844 . J00000 . 00001 1 .000147
144.0 .014434 .000000 000011 .000153
145.0 .0145*7 .000000 .000012 .000151
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES FOR : • 140 * • 13
LOAD OUTER INNER128 ) INNERI35) INNER (42
)
i:5.0 .003407 . 000000 .000001 .00001 1
134.0 .004340 .300000 . 000001 .000012
1 S 7 . .0051 71 .000000 .000001 .000013
118.0 .004 135 .000000 .000001 .000013
1 31 . .00721
3
. 000000 . 003031 .000014
140. . 008420 .300000 .000001 .000015
141.0 .001742 .000000 .000001 .000014
142.0 .011243 .000000 .000001 . OOOOl 7
143.0 . 01284* .ooocoo .000001 . 00001 7
144.0 .014434 .000000 .000001 .000018
145.0 .014547 .000000 .000001 .00001*
72
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